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Miss G Walters BMus (Hons)
Ms C Burchell BA (Hons) CT ABRSM
Mr B Petty BA (Hons)
Mr B Winter ABRSM
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Mrs L Korgul
Mrs C Longmire
Mrs K Hales

ASC/Lunch time Support NVQ Level 3
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Mr S Needham
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Mr A Wraith
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Letter from the Headmaster

Welcome to The Westbournian
for 2019 to 2020, marking an
academic year in which the
school, our staff and pupils
have shone in the face of an
unprecedented challenge.
When the year started, Westbourne was
in an excellent position - admissions were
at an all-time high and we were looking
forward to building work commencing on
our long-awaited new school hall. National
events overtook us and Westbourne,
along with the rest of the world found
itself facing the global coronavirus
pandemic. Nevertheless, I am humbled
by how significantly the resilience of the
school has been proven, as you’ll find out
in this year’s publication.

Westbourne’s response to
coronavirus
I firmly believe that the Westbourne
Way - the combined strength of our staff,
pupils and parents - enabled us to respond
swiftly and effectively. We developed

a response that would aid the school’s
survival and ensure that, come what may,
we continue educating and nurturing
children for life.

Now that everybody is back to school,
we have measures in place to ensure
safety, including pupil bubbles, much less
movement and full deep-cleaning every day.

As lockdown became increasingly
inevitable, we took measures to protect
our pupils and staff. We stopped sports
events and made the difficult decision to
cancel the school’s production of West
Side Story. We understood that the steps
we made at that juncture could save lives
and this had to be our focus.

We often refer to the Westbourne
Family - it’s a special combination of the
interaction between staff, pupils and
parents and our pastoral care for each
pupil. I could never have imagined how
important this would be.

As we entered the last week of March, I
asked staff to give homework via Google
Classroom. This afforded us time to test
and deal with technical issues before
the official lockdown began. Our early
response allowed us to be fully prepared
once it came into force and we transferred
all our classes online.

You might have thought that there would
be a drop in admissions during such a
period. However, the demand for school
places was higher than ever thanks to
our reputation for academic excellence,
pastoral care and a commitment to small
class sizes. A total of 375 pupils were
enrolled for the beginning of the new
academic year, 2020-2021, bringing us
closer to our global target of 400 pupils,
which is a remarkable achievement in the
wake of the pandemic.

The balance between academic
excellence, exercise and pastoral care
is core to our approach at Westbourne.
This was more important than ever as the
national education system was rocked,
and every family and child were faced with
restrictions on all kinds of daily activities.
Although there were setbacks in terms
of giving our pupils the opportunity to
sit exams, our teaching staff were quick
to adapt, providing a full timetable of
remote teaching. This placed our school
in a strong position to provide robust
educational support for all year groups.
Westbourne remained open for the
children of key workers and staff also
volunteered to work during the Easter
holiday to make sure these pupils received
full support. Our Westbourne Breakfast
Club and After School clubs also continued
to provide care for key workers’ children
and vital support for working parents.
Our children’s wellbeing and ability to
cope was monitored throughout and staff
responded to their feedback. We knew
the virus could make or break the school
in terms of the quality of education and
support but Westbourne’s staff stepped
up to the plate.

Positive outcomes for the school

We are working all the time to create new
facilities to accommodate Westbourne’s
growing numbers. Our expansion plans
and an exciting schedule of major and
other works are ongoing, as you’ll see
from the following report from Scott
Hinchliffe, Chairman of the Board of
Governors.

Looking to Westbourne’s future
Westbourne will continue to provide
opportunities in sport, music and drama
for all pupils, as well as a considerable
array of after school activities and trips
in the UK and overseas. This is subject
to continual and changing Government
guidance with regards to the pandemic.
For a school of our size, the exam
results, sporting, musical and dramatic
achievements are exceptional, led by our
outstanding teaching staff. What the last
year has demonstrated is that we live
and breathe our values of excellence,
inclusion, respect and resilience, whatever
is thrown our way.
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Update from Scott Hinchliffe, Chairman of the Board of Governors
Westbourne School, like many other
organisations, has been through
a turbulent time during the last
academic year. We started the
academic year as planned with an
upsurge in pupil numbers; major
expansion plans for Junior School
included the preparation of a tender
for the new sports hall, gymnasium
and associated classrooms; and a
thriving Forest School. The whole
school community was engaging
in a wealth of curricular and
extracurricular activities and the
year was set to be one of our most
successful yet.
In March 2020, the Covid-19
pandemic struck causing every
educational institution to reconsider
their way forward. Nevertheless,
the unprecedented level of demand
for school places has resulted in the
school achieving our largest ever
number of 375 pupils, securing a
sustainable position for the school in
the longer term.
Governors step up to support during
Covid-19
Westbourne School remained resolute to
deal with the pandemic with a decisive and
resilient approach. This would co-ordinate
the whole school community including the
Board of Governors, the Senior Leadership
Team, teaching and support staff to
work together with parents. As such we
developed a Covid-secure environment
for our students, staff and visitors where
we could maintain the excellent learning
experience that our pupils deserve.
Our Board of Governors had to go beyond
their normal duties and call several urgent
extraordinary meetings to respond to
the Covid-19 challenge. Rapid and clear
communication strategies had to be
adopted:
- A number of changes to the fee
structure were implemented to
support families and carers. Historic
cash reserves enabled us to offer
unrivalled fee reductions as teaching
continued online with a 30% discount
for Years 2 to 11; 50% discount for
Reception to Year 1; and Pre-School
was free.
- We remained passionate about and
supportive of our NHS and other key
workers. Since the announcement of
school closures we made ourselves
available to care for key workers’
children. This provision is in place for
as long as it is required.

- We developed risk assessments and
wrote Covid-19 policies and acquired a
significant level of personal protection
equipment.

2. Jon Kenworthy (over ten years) with
his legal background, contributed
extensively and supported the school
in all legal matters.

- We communicated regularly and
consistently with parents and carers
outlining government guidance and
Covid-19 protocol to ensure a safe
return of our pupils back to school in
June and in September 2020.

3. Stephen Goodhart (five years) was
pivotal to the Junior School Learning
and Development Committee and
was proactive in teaching matters.

An essential factor of our success in 2020
has been the support of our dedicated
Board of Governors. They are specialist
volunteers in their respective fields who
fortify the ethos of the Westbourne values
and drive standards up by committing their
time to engage with the whole school
community through regular attendance on
various committees.

We want to thank Sue, Jon, Stephen and
Julia for their extensive and significant
contributions to Westbourne School over
the years and will be sad to see them go.
We have since appointed Dorrien Peters
(legal), Marcus Schofield (marketing) and
Alison McKinna (safeguarding) and offer
them a warm welcome to the Westbourne
School Board of Governors.

Their main remit is to focus on the
school values and meet the school’s
vision of educating and nurturing every
child for life while challenging where
appropriate. Our learning and teaching
governors are engaged in learning walks
and other governors in formal monitoring
visits. This presents the opportunity for
mutual feedback.

A special thank you from Westbourne’s
Governors

Growth and expansion
Westbourne’s plans for growth and a
significant schedule of capital works
demonstrate our investment and
confidence in the future of Westbourne.
Last term included the expansion of our
highly popular Forest School and the
creation of our new Garden Room as well
as the new Senior Ashdell Grove Hall. This
completed at the end of summer 2020
with two classrooms to be used for Senior
School exams.
Comings and goings
We have four Governor resignations:
1. S
 ue Kay (five years) who was
on the School’s Strategy
Committee and made
significant contributions
to human resources
and strategy-related
matters;

4. Julia Wroth (three years) looked after
the safeguarding arm of the school.

We recognise that the school’s success
is a team effort and thank everyone who
has helped us get through this tumultuous
academic year successfully - our teaching
and support staff, volunteers and the
incredible Friends of Westbourne. Our
community of children have ensured that
our school stays vibrant throughout.
Westbourne’s staff have been incredibly
resourceful and understanding, particularly
through the Government’s furlough
period. Their commitment, energy and
togetherness have enabled the school to
remain on a sound footing.
Our ongoing focus is to continue to
work together with all parties to meet
this persistent pandemic challenge.
Westbourne’s highest priority remains our
offer of support to all our pupils, in both
their education, health and wellbeing for the
year ahead.
Scott Hinchliffe
Chairman of Governors
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What makes
Westbourne
School stand
out?
The last academic year has proven the
resilience of Westbourne School in a
number of ways. Experience tells us
that the right values, approach and
environment are every bit as important
as academic rigour. Here’s what makes
Westbourne School stand out so that
our children can thrive and grow, each
one in their own way.
1. T
 he Westbourne Way - we bring the
best out of our children
At Westbourne, we educate and nurture
children for life. We are a thriving
community where children are free to
express their ideas, explore, be creative,
learn and follow their passions in a safe
and happy environment, in and outside
the classroom.
The Westbourne Journey involves five
foundations that all pupils focus on
alongside their studies: effort, activities,
citizenship, community service and a
contribution in events. Involvement is
recorded and rewarded to encourage each
child’s full participation in school life with all
the benefits of our 360-degree approach to
learning and enrichment.
We foster a spirit of competitiveness and
we have traditional values of excellence,
inclusion, respect and resilience. At our
events, open days and school trips, you
can be sure that our children will greet you
politely, hold open a door and always act as
ambassadors for our school.
2. G
 rowth and expansion - we’re here
to stay
Westbourne’s story is one of success and
expansion to cater for demand for places
and year-on-year growth. Careful fiscal
control has ensured a robust model and a
bright future for our children.
As the school’s reputation continues to
grow, so does its facilities and offering.
In just over five years, we have opened
and expanded a new Pre-School. We
have bought and refurbished a new
building, Westbourne Place, to create six
new classrooms and two departments
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in food technology and drama. We are
about to embark on a major, whole-school
development on our Junior School site. This
will be a two-storey building comprising a
hall, gymnasium and three classrooms to
replace the existing hall.

that we have small class sizes (average
14.6 across the school) which enable
individualised learning. Thanks to our
unrivalled staff-to-pupil ratio, our teachers
are able to support each pupil’s learning
through excellent and tailored pastoral care.

Families travel some distance from across
Sheffield and the Peak District so that their
children can be part of something vibrant
and special at Westbourne School.

It’s not just teachers and pupils that make
up our family. We have a host of loyal
supporters including parents, grandparents
and alumni who give specialist talks
and visits. Friends of Westbourne are a
committed group of parents who raise
additional funds for the school and we have
a vibrant staff and parent choir.

3. O
 ur inclusive approach - we offer
choice and opportunity
We have been championing co-education
in Sheffield for over 30 years as a nonselective, co-educational independent
school in Sheffield offering first-class
education to children from the age of three
to 16.
We embrace the diversity and individuality
of today’s children. Children are not
selected on academic ability yet we still
enjoy a strong tradition of excellence in
education and offer academic, sport, music,
performing arts and drama scholarships
to children from diverse backgrounds.
We are also culturally diverse and nondenominational with over 23 different
languages spoken at our school.
4. A
 cademic rigour and enrichment we develop each child’s potential
Our curriculum affords pupils choice and
flexibility including 17 GCSE options. We
build the timetable and staff provision
around pupils’ choices and know of
no other school that offers such an
individualised approach to learning and
academic progress.
We stretch our More Able Pupils (MAPS)
by having sets in all core subjects and
regular additional opportunities, extra
lessons and outings to advance their
learning and skills in specific core subjects.
Every Child Matters is another important
theme at Westbourne and we have a
strong Learning Support Team that nurtures
and supports pupils who need extra help.
We offer an extracurricular enrichment
programme with a vast range of activities,
trips abroad and special events for modern
foreign languages, art, music, skiing, sport
and adventure. These showcase creativity
in music and the arts and prowess in
sport, with inclusivity and opportunity for
everyone at the heart of our approach.
5. T
 he Westbourne Family - we care
about each child
When you join Westbourne, you join a
family. We are big enough to cater for
diverse interests and abilities, yet we are
small enough to care for each child.
The single biggest contributory factor to
achievement at Westbourne is the fact

6. A
 real-world experience - we’re wellconnected to the city
We forge strong relationships with the
City of Sheffield with everything this
gives our children in terms of access to a
major UK city with its leading universities,
teaching hospitals and major venues for
sport and music.
We hold music and theatre performances
at well-known venues around the city. We
invite doctors, scientists, business owners
and university speakers to share their
passion and knowledge at guest talks and
events. Pupils are also expected to gain
valuable work experience in the city to help
them on their way into the world of work.
We have strong links with some of the
region’s top sporting venues where all our
children have the chance to play their part,
including the English Institute of Sport, Ice
Sheffield, Goodwin Sports Centre, Sheffield
Hallam University and Ponds Forge.
7. O
 ur outdoor approach - we recognise
the power of nature for wellbeing
We believe that the great outdoors is
vital for our children’s health, wellbeing
and happiness. Sheffield is known as the
outdoor city and we make the most of our
location in leafy Broomhill, on the edge
of the Peak District, to provide a range of
innovative outdoor learning initiatives.
These include Forest School in The Dell,
a historic site which has been awarded
the Wildlife Trust’s Wild School Award in
recognition of our innovative educational
approach to outdoor play and learning.
Our pupils enchant audiences with regular
music and theatre performances in our
outdoor theatre; senior pupils have a
dedicated outdoor space where they
can take a break. Also in the making is
an outside learning classroom and a
Garden Studio.
Similarly, we make use of the Peak District
itself, the stunning national park on our
doorstep with regular trips, activities
and challenges such as The Duke of
Edinburgh’s Award.

School News
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Keeping in touch with
our children during
lockdown
At Westbourne, the staff-to-pupil ratio
means that our teachers are able to
support each pupil’s learning through
excellent and tailored pastoral care.
Never has this been more important
than during lockdown.

The wonder of
woodland learning
Throughout the year Forest School was a hive of activity and outdoor learning
for pupils of all ages. Mr Magenty qualified as a level 3 Forest School Instructor
and Mr Tedcastle is also on his way to completing his level 3 qualification.
We are proud of our official Forest School status, which adds to an already
impressive outdoor learning curriculum to take lessons out of the classroom. This
green oasis is a wonderful spot for encouraging and stimulating young minds with
activities including bushcraft, shelter building and canopy making. It has been proven
to build independence and self-esteem, as well as having vital benefits for children’s
mental health.
We are now able to offer all pupils in Junior School this opportunity, which is being
developed by Mr Magenty. The blending of curriculum learning with Forest School
ideologies aims to develop children’s social, physical, intellectual, communication,
emotional and spiritual skills over a long period of time through a series of child-led
experiences in a natural environment.

Form tutors did an outstanding job of
keeping in regular contact with the
families of the children in their form
groups. Thanks to the high level of
good communication teachers were
able to gauge how all our children were
managing despite not being able to come
into school.
Fortnightly parental feedback was
requested to enable the school to adapt
to curriculum redesign and meet pupil
and parental needs. Parents could see
what we were doing and they loved
it, as shown by the volume of positive
comments that we shared every week
with staff. We’ve continued this regular
parent feedback now that we are all back
in the classroom.
We were proud to maintain good
relationships with our parents and
children during this time.

Outdoor lessons are based in The Dell, a historic and beautiful wooded secret
garden that gives children the experience of finding education in their own style
and at their own pace in this energising setting. We were also delighted to be able
to share our site with other primary schools and the wider community, having run
outdoor learning sessions last year for local schools, as well as hosting Forest
School and wildcraft parties.

Taking a look at Westbourne on Spring Open Day
Westbourne opened its doors in March
for our annual Open Day. This was the
first time we had hosted the event on
a Saturday and were delighted with
the number of families attending.
Our pupils conducted tours of Pre-School,
Junior School and Senior School to
showcase facilities including the school
redevelopment project and our Forest
School alongside music, drama, cooking
and sports lessons.
Parents prepared refreshments for
visitors to enjoy and a children’s

entertainer kept younger visitors happy.
The event also coincided with birthday
celebrations for Westie, our Pre-School’s
popular mascot.
The event provided the ideal opportunity
for prospective children and their parents
to chat to staff and pupils while discovering
the breadth and quality of our facilities.
They were also able to find out more
about our programme of scholarships and
bursaries and learn what being part of the
Westbourne Family is all about.
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Christmas Fayre
brings festive
cheer
A huge thank you to Friends of
Westbourne for another sparkling
annual Christmas Fayre. Visitors were
enchanted with the array of stalls
offering festive gift ideas, food and drink.
Year 6 pupils also organised a number
of stalls with games providing festive
entertainment for our children such as
hook-a-duck and the coconut shy.
Younger visitors saw their first glimpse of
Santa and got in early with their Christmas
lists when they visited Santa in his grotto.
Our Westbourne Choir helped everyone
to get into the festive spirit on a delightful
morning for the school community.
Well done to everyone involved!

Virtual visits for
new pupils
As it became apparent that it was going to be impossible to welcome
prospective parents to school in the summer term 2020, we needed another
way to showcase our school. Mr Hicks used video conferencing to meet new
parents and their children.
This proved very successful and as a result a number of new pupils joined us during
lockdown to take up virtual lessons with their peers. It wasn’t until September 2020
that they were able to meet face-to-face in the classroom.
As lockdown eased, we were once again able to welcome visitors to view the school,
observing social distancing at all times.

The Resilience Doughnut
Resilience is one of Westbourne’s
values and we use a tool called the
Resilience Doughnut to encourage
resilience in all our pupils.
Clinical psychologist, Lyn Worsley
developed this simple and practical model,
which provides a snapshot of the specific
resilience characteristics of a person. For
over two years it has helped our pupils to
focus on their strengths and do more of
“what’s working” rather than focussing
on what isn’t. It enables them to take
responsibility for their own wellbeing and

build competence to face adversity and
deal with times of rapid change.
In turn this builds resilience and helps
our pupils to deal with conflict, friendship
and confidence issues. They also use its
core principles in class curriculum work
to look from an empathetic viewpoint
in English, PSHE and humanities.
Aimed at promoting positive personal
development, The Resilience Doughnut
is just one of the ways in which we live
out our values of excellence, inclusion,
respect and resilience.
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£3 million school
redevelopment
project
Our new Senior School Hall will open in September 2020

There are exciting times ahead as work is set to begin in
the summer of 2021 on Westbourne’s new school facilities.
Reflecting the school’s sustained growth in recent years,
the project involves the development of a large two-storey
building including a hall, gymnasium and three classrooms.

Our new Senior School Hall which will open in September
2020 is a multifunctional space with a partition wall to act
as two separate classrooms or as one single open space
enabling whole year group examinations, drama, music or
versatile teaching space.

There will also be new changing rooms, a new main entrance
and glass-fronted reception, office space, toilets, circulation
space, a new covered playground and internal alterations to the
existing buildings to form new toilets.

Westbourne now has 375 pupils ranging from Pre-School age
to Year 11 and more than 50 members of staff. Having received
record numbers of enquiries from families in Sheffield and the
Peak District, this exciting new development gives us the space
to develop our central policy of small classes and personal
support for every pupil.

Situated at the heart of Broomhill, the careful design aims to
create a space that sits comfortably within the existing site and
is sympathetic to our acclaimed Forest School learning space.
One of the main features of the project will be a new early years
learning classroom and enhanced facilities that will provide a
free flow between the indoor and outdoor play areas.
The building will replace the existing Junior School hall, with a
fresh access from Ashdell Road, meaning the new facilities will
also be more suitable for private hire.

Mr Hicks, Headmaster said:
“We are delighted that Westbourne’s reputation continues to
grow, reflected by our decision to go ahead with this important
new building project. It demonstrates our commitment to
offering the best learning environment for our pupils, ensuring
that they have the space and the facilities they need to fulfil
their individual potential.”
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GCSE summer
leavers 2020
results
Westbourne has a reputation as
a high-performing school and our
GCSE summer leavers 2020 were
no exception. We are broadly nonselective, hence our GCSE results
can’t be directly compared to selective
schools, which by their nature reject
pupils on academic ability.
We were immensely proud that 88.2%
of our pupils achieved the equivalent of
five or more A*-C/ 9-4 grades (including
English and maths), and over a third of our
students achieved at least one grade A
equivalent*. In our scholarship group, who
are selected on ability, 100% of pupils
passed five or more GCSEs at A*-C/ 9-4
grades and 83% passed all of their exams
at least grade A equivalent* with a number
of pupils achieving grade 9 in almost all of
their subjects.
GCSEs usually share some similarities
with Fort Knox as exam papers must
be kept safe and students and staff are
regulated within an inch of their lives! We
spend much of the year fine tuning their
knowledge of the curriculum, training
them to successfully jump through
academic hoops, procedural rules and

Lands End to
John O’Groats
for Sport Relief

exam room conduct - all so that our
standing as an exam centre secures our
pupils’ grades.
Not so in 2020. Our Year 11s were
progressing well, then coronavirus struck.
It soon became apparent that the virus
wasn’t going away and we started to
plan. Fortunately, by the time lockdown
happened, we were well prepared as
lessons went online, but our thoughts
were still with our Year 11s with their
GCSE exams on the horizon.
Students were then told that there
would be no exams. Instead we needed
evidence and knew that our students
certainly had more to demonstrate.
Fortunately, Westbourne parents were
a tremendous support and our students
seemed to thrive at distance. How lucky
as a teacher to work at Westbourne!
Gone was the role of the invigilator and
the usual procedural paperwork. Instead,

we had to get to grips with new directions,
systems and procedures. Senior leaders,
heads of department and teachers worked
meticulously to ensure that students were
ranked fairly and consistently.
Then came the day of the results. We
were informed that everybody would
achieve their teacher-assessed grades at
least. Still, one more hurdle came in the
form of a Google outage and the results
were delayed - the poor Year 11 class of
2020. Finally, celebrations commenced
as Westbourne’s students got the results
that they deserved. Our children learnt
that they could overcome adversity and
move on with their efforts rewarded.
Westbourne’s teachers were also able to
bask in their glory - this is why we teach!
By Mr Bunton, Director of Studies
*Grade 7s replace grade A in the new
GCSE.

Westbourne pupils smashed their £500 target for Sport Relief in March, raising a
fabulous £720. The widely known event brings the nation together to get active
and raise life changing amounts of money through the power of sport, and
Westbourne was ready to play its part.
Reception to Year 10 pupils managed to cover 931km between them in one morning.
As the crow flies, this is the distance from Land’s End to John O’Groats - this was a
power-packed performance by all!
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Introducing Westbourne’s new
Head Boys and Head Girls
Every year, Westbourne staff appoint a Head Boy and Head
Girl along with a Deputy Head Boy and Deputy Head Girl.

The following exemplary pupils took the titles for the academic
year 2019-2020:

Our pupil leaders were selected from 10 new prefects, a new
initiative for the year. The competition for the sought-after positions
is always fierce and the standard of pupils was exceedingly high
with so many responsible individuals to choose from.

Head Girl – Josephine Paul

However, only four pupils could take on the posts and staff were
thrilled to announce the new members of our head pupils team.

Deputy Head Boy – Alfie Askham

Deputy Head Girl – Lily Lidster
Head Boy – Andrew McKinna

Doing our bit to help the NHS
By the end of March, the NHS urgently needed help with the supply of protective
equipment for its workers. The school made a plea for old overhead projector
acetates, A4 binder covers and old report files that could be resourcefully recycled.
The school and its pupils were able to collect five bags of acetates and goggles. These
were taken to Rotherham General Hospital where they were making visors to keep NHS
workers safe and protected. It was good to know that we could play our part, in some
small way.

Staff comings and goings 2019-2020
Welcome
Natalie Leyland – English Teacher

Sarah Wright – Teaching Assistant

Simon Roberts – Head of Modern
Foreign Languages

Scott Watson – Teaching Assistant

Matthew Hawker – Form Teacher, Year 2
and Maths Coordinator, Year 1 to Year 4
Robin Lomax – Form Tutor, Year 4

Edward Familo – Pre-School
Saba Mansoor – Pre-School
Emma Walsh – Pre-School

James Herrick – Student Teacher,
Sports Department

Farewell
Izzy Phillips – Pre-School

Sarah Wright – Pre-School

Saba Mansoor – Pre-School

Tina Jow – Finance Team

Edward Familio – Pre-School

Nina Kent – Reception Class Teacher

Thank you Tina
Tina Jow retired from Westbourne after
30 years of dedicated service. She joined
when Westbourne was an all-boys school
with only a small number of pupils, firstly
as a classroom assistant and lunchtime
supervisor. She was then recognised for
her technical skills and joined the Finance
Team to support the Bursar until retiring in
October 2020.

School News

Parents have their say about
remote learning

10.8%
18.3%

As a school, it was important to work with parents as well as pupils to ensure a
smooth transition to remote learning during the pandemic. We were delighted
to receive an overwhelming and primarily positive response to our parent survey
just before the Easter holiday when lockdown was in full effect.
We received feedback from all key stages and nearly 80% of our children said they
enjoyed their experience of remote learning. Some great ideas and constructive
feedback enabled us to improve our pupils’ user experience in time for the remote
return to school after the Easter break.
We produced our Remote Learning Policy, which set out further details on what staff
and pupils were to expect during the summer term. We continued to refine targets
and new smart ways of working while placing teaching and learning and our children’s
pastoral requirements at the centre of all we did. The positive feedback from surveys
helped spur on our teachers to continue adapting, improving and sharing best practice.

Westbourne children
continue their learning
online
Lockdown didn’t mean a reduced learning experience
for pupils at Westbourne School. It would have been
impossible to claim that it was business as usual during 2020 - far from it. The key
was to maintain the quality of academic excellence, guidance and support that has
made Westbourne School the top school in Sheffield and the seventh nationwide*.
Staff continued a full timetable of lessons throughout lockdown with remote learning
taking the place of classroom sessions. As with face-to-face teaching, they put together
a programme of learning that was both educational and fun, aided by a host of online
learning platforms that have allowed the school to thrive and not just survive.
All children were expected to log on and take part. Just like any other day in the academic
year, every morning began with the register being marked and all absences noted and
accounted for.
Lessons began with staff and pupils all registering with Google Classroom, the free web
service developed by Google for schools that aims to simplify creating, distributing, and
grading assignments in a paperless way. This new approach covered all subjects, including
practical lessons like sports, drama, music, design technology and food technology.
Safeguarding pupils and ensuring that all the proper protocols for remote learning
were in place was a priority. Any students or staff who had difficulty with hardware at
home could make use of the school’s store of Chromebook lightweight laptops. Many
websites that provide educational facilities reduced the cost of their resources in the
light of the pandemic.
While technology can never replace face-to-face engagement between our staff and
pupils, the school swiftly got to grips with digital tools that will continue to enhance
our pupils’ learning experience. Homework too is successfully continuing online via
Google Classroom.
Mr Clark, Head of Junior School said:
“We had to learn very quickly how to make the system work for Westbourne. This proved
to be a very successful way to ensure that all our children continued to maintain contact
and receive the full benefits of a Westbourne education.”
*The Sunday Times School Guide 2018 of the top fee paying schools with small or no
sixth forms.
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70.9%

1. Has your child enjoyed their
remote curriculum learning
this week?
223 responses

YES

NO

NOT SURE

The next step in your
child’s education
When parents take on the crucial task
of choosing a secondary school with
their child, one of their main concerns
is often around where they’ll continue
their education after GCSEs.
At Westbourne, pupils are guided towards
the right path at this crucial point in their
lives. Over the course of the last academic
year, the staff have proved once again that
they can help pupils make the right choice.
Former Westbournians who applied to
state school sixth forms were all offered
places at their first choice. These were
on the condition that they each achieved
their predicted GCSE exam results.
Those who applied for apprenticeships,
colleges and other schools, were also
successful. In fact, many of our pupils will
be continuing their school experience at
the following institutes:
Birkdale School
Sheffield Girls
Sheffield High
Tring School
The Institute of Sporting Futures
King Ecgbert School
King Edward VII School
High Storrs School
Notre Dame High School
Sheffield College
Chapeltown Academy
Silverdale School
Dronfield Henry Fanshawe School
Tapton School
Lady Manners School

School News
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Charity of the Year –
Blue Cross for Pets
We received a “huge thank you” from
Blue Cross for Pets, Sheffield for our
efforts to support our Charity of the
Year. The charity helps sick, injured
and homeless pets and, as ever, pupils,
teachers, parents, grandparents and
Friends of Westbourne went all out to
raise a fantastic £2,257.58. Fundraising
events included Climate Day, the
Summer Fayre, several cake sales and
a treasure hunt to name but a few.
The items we purchased mean that Blue
Cross for Pets can support more animals
and allow them to go into foster homes
and we thank Mrs Swift for making
arrangements. The charity said it felt like
Christmas Day at the centre!

Westbourne key worker children
enjoy life in the classroom
For a relatively small group of
pupils at Westbourne School whose
parents are pandemic key workers,
life at school continued with a
distinctively different arrangement.

literacy, maths, science, music, Spanish
and archaeological studies. Like those
children who were learning from home,
virtual lessons enabled each year group
to follow the timetable.

Key or essential workers are the people
who have been keeping the country
running to ensure we can all be safe
during the fight against coronavirus.
They include medics, firefighters, police
officers, journalists, those working in
supermarkets and transport across the
country. Sheffield is a major UK city and
we were delighted to be able to provide
vital educational support for a number
of the city’s key worker children.

The children were also able to take
advantage of activities in Forest
School, our outdoor learning area. Daily
live streaming of the hugely popular
PE classes with Joe Wicks were
supplemented by visits from Adam Day,
a fitness instructor and personal trainer
from The University of Sheffield’s
Goodwin Sport Centre. Yoga sessions
also proved to be popular and calming.

Charity monies
table

Mr Watson, who teaches in our
Pre-School was ever present looking
after the children of our key workers.
He explained:

Harvest Festival for the Salvation
Army: £93.64

An average of eight children per day,
ranging from Pre-School to Year 8,
attended school with two teachers on
site providing a range of educational
and fun activities while always
observing social distancing guidelines.
The Junior School ICT suite became the
hub for indoor class work indoors for
a range of subjects including phonics,

“Children have adapted well to the vast
change to Westbourne as we knew it.
It has been great to see pupils of all
ages coming together in and out of the
classroom to play and learn.”

Children in Need: £482.05
Bluecross For Pets – Westbourne
School’s Charity of the Year: £2,257.58
TOTAL RAISED DURING THE YEAR
2019-2020: £2,833.27
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Westbourne School 2020 Scholarship Day
Applications took place in January 2020 for our annual Scholarship Day where we offer a limited number of
discounted scholarship places for entry into Year 7. Forty-two pupils from Westbourne and elsewhere tried out
for these prestigious awards and as you would imagine, the standards on display from some of the top pupils in
Sheffield were outstanding.
Scholarships are an excellent opportunity for more able pupils
at any school in the area whose parents are considering the
option of the independent sector at secondary school level.
They offer potential students the chance to benefit from a
good financial saving on fees with the value of awards at the
discretion of the school.
Applicants are required to submit a portfolio of evidence
identifying their achievements and progression to date, as
well as their future expectations. They may also be requested
to attend a practical interview following the exams. Bursaries
are also available to applicants showing outstanding levels of
achievement.
Scholarships are awarded to recognise academic excellence and
are awarded for:

• academic achievement
• music
• drama

• sport
• all-round ability

It is not necessary to win a scholarship to be granted a place
in our Senior School or to get a place in the Year 7 scholarship
class where the highest achievers will work together across
the curriculum. It is also possible for children to be placed in
our top sets for English, maths or science without being in the
scholarship class for all subjects.

All the pupils who sat our scholarship exams have demonstrated
their abilities and we had plenty of visitors taking taster days
during February and March. This means we will again have a full
Year 7 from next September with quite a few on the waiting list.
Congratulations to Westbourne’s own Evie Cole and Hatty
Leatherland who were amongst the successful applicants.
Only a few aspirational pupils are awarded scholarships, but we
congratulate all of them for stepping up to the challenge and
giving their best in a very competitive arena.
Mr Hicks, Headmaster explained:
“We are proud to say that Westbourne is not only about gaining
but sharing excellence. A scholarship can really help to make the
cost of an independent education much more achievable.”

Congratulations to:
Rajbir Das (sports) – Hunters Bar Junior School
Laila Clayton (academic) – Limpsfield Junior School
Hatty Leatherland (academic) – Westbourne School
Evie Cole (sports) – Westbourne School
Bethany Rowson (academic) – Nook Lane Junior School
Ayaan Ahmad (academic) – Herringthorpe Junior School
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Welcome to Senior School
The role of the Senior School is to
help pupils identify their talents
and achieve excellence both inside
and outside the classroom. While
attending, pupils have every
opportunity to find out what they
want to do in their lives, while also
receiving encouragement to become
considerate, engaging and successful
individuals.
We have small class sizes, which allow
teachers to truly get to know their pupils. It
is a supportive environment which promotes
confidence and a positive self-image to
enable pupils to reach their full potential.

teachers who have a passion and the skill
in their given area. The aim is to stretch and
stimulate pupils’ minds.

By offering an individualised way of learning,
Westbourne Senior School is a step ahead.
Pupils have a great deal of extra support
when they need it the most. The classes
include a lively learning atmosphere with

A broad and balanced curriculum provides
pupils with the perfect foundation ahead
of their GCSE options. Core subjects are
compulsory at this level for all pupils,
including English (language and literature –

double award), science (physics, chemistry
and biology – triple award) and mathematics.
Of the 13 possible subjects remaining, most
pupils will study four subjects. More Able
Pupils (MAPs) can pursue further interests,
which this year resulted in some of the
cohort taking 10 or more GCSEs.

A word from Mr Birbeck, Head of Senior School
The end of the spring term was an
eerie experience. Suddenly it seemed
that we were a school with no pupils,
except, of course, that our pupils were
very much still part of Westbourne,
just working online during lockdown.
In an instant, everything we had been
working so hard towards disappeared
overnight - GCSE exams, planned
school trips, sport, music and even our
amazing production of West Side Story.
However, Senior School was prepared for
it. We’d been using Google Classroom as
part of G-Suite for Education for several
years, so we were already accustomed
to the platform for online learning. More

expert staff and pupils were able to coach
others so that everyone was ready to start
the summer term with a new remote
timetable and the online tools to continue
learning.
Our first priority was to ensure that we
kept in contact with all our pupils and their
families during such uncertain times. As
well as online lessons, form tutors made
regular calls home to the parents of pupils
in their tutor groups so that we were able
to address concerns early.
Other important aspects of school life
continued such as virtual assemblies with
amazing video contributions from pupils
and staff; assessments and reports; and

even a virtual Sports Day and an endof-term concert! We refined our online
school experience thanks to vital feedback
from regular surveys to pupils and parents.
Once pupils returned to school, they
showed great resilience as they adapted to
yet more new ways of working and moving
around the school. We focused on making
up for lost learning time and entered the
new academic year in a strong position.
School continued to respond swiftly and
safely to any new Covid-19 cases amongst
our staff or pupils, and learning continued
with minimal interruption either in school
or online.

Geography jaunts across North Yorkshire
In October 2019, and before the
cancellation of GCSE exams was even
a consideration, Year 11 geographers
travelled to North Yorkshire for a spot
of fieldwork.

the River Derwent as it travelled from
its source on top of the North Yorkshire
Moors towards Malton, then southwards
to where the river water eventually ends
up in the Humber Estuary.

They were tasked with field-sketching
rivers. They conducted a series of
methods to establish the changes to

The group also spent a day in Malton
looking at urban land-use patterns before
departing for home to use their research
for further study.

Senior School
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The Year 11 prom
must go on
Not even a global pandemic could stop the Year 11 prom.
Always scheduled towards the end of the summer term, this
prestigious Westbourne occasion is a must in the calendar to
celebrate the culmination of our pupils’ time at Westbourne.
Pupils and the prefect team organising it were resolute that
the party must go in the form of a virtual prom.
So on the day their exams should have been finishing, and the date of the original prom, the entire
year group came together online to celebrate. Many of the staff logged on too, testament to how
highly the year group was regarded. Pupils were instrumental in organising the event themselves,
preparing some hilarious quizzes such as The “most likely to…” and guessing the pupil or
teacher from the baby photo. We were reminded of what a talented bunch they are musically, on the sports field, on the stage, academically and in the kitchen, art room
and workshop. There was also a presentation with messages from staff and some
impromptu karaoke to finish the evening in fine style!
Everyone in that year group had made their mark. They had always stood out as
kind, welcoming and inclusive of one another. Many times their engraved
champagne glasses were raised (thank you Mrs Day!) to celebrate the moment.
Well done to all pupils from Year 11 for attending and especially to those who took
a leading role in preparing it.

Montage of prom students

This year in the English Department
The year gave students in the English
Department a wealth of opportunities
to engage in extracurricular activities.
In October, before theatres were
temporarily closed, Year 9 visited the
Lyceum Theatre to watch The Woman
in Black, the ideal complement to their
Gothic literature studies. Students
in Year 11 were given the chance
to perfect their analytical skills in
a poetry workshop, while pupils in
Year 7 and 8 got their creative juices
flowing with our short story writing
competition.

The librarian team grew yet again as more
than 20 students helped to run the library,
many of them contributing to our monthly
blog. Our librarians also delivered an
inspiring assembly to encourage students at
Westbourne to be proactive in their reading.
We produced our first-ever reading
bucket list or ‘Book-et’ list in the autumn,
where staff recommended books that
they thought all students should read
before they left Westbourne in Year 11. To
celebrate World Book Day in March, Senior
School students created their own version
of the ‘Book-et’ list, offering Junior School
some riveting reads.

Throughout lockdown, we managed
to keep students engaged in a variety
of activities. Mrs Loane organised the
Poetry for All Club across Junior and
Senior School. Miss Smith ran Carnegie
Book Group with weekly online sessions
to discuss what we had read. All Senior
School students were set Poetry by Heart
challenges, which encouraged students
to learn, perform and share poems across
online. Many students created pieces of
writing about life in lockdown and poignant
poems such as Luca Allcroft’s below, which
they will no doubt keep for posterity.

Senior School
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Year 11’s
Unseen Poetry
Workshop
In March, Year 11 students were
taken off timetable for the afternoon
to participate in an Unseen Poetry
Workshop run by the English
Department. Students were split into
groups and were given the opportunity
to work on a range of different poems
in a carousel of activities.
The session ended with a plenary, giving
pupils time to reflect on their learning and
pinpoint ways in which they can better
prepare for this tricky section of the
GCSE English Literature exam.

Film studies look back
at this year
You could stay at home and watch all
the films back to back…or you could
be in and amongst the action like
our Year 10 and 11 students during
February’s trip to the Star Wars
exhibition at Madame Tussauds.
Students got to see The Play Where
Everything Goes Wrong and attended
a film studies workshop where they
discovered that most rain sounds are in
actual fact the sound of frying bacon.

In other film studies news, Mrs
Cancello, a parent who is also an actress
and director, came in to help Year 11
students with their scripts for their
production pieces. They get a special
mention after having managed to finish
all their pieces during lockdown.
Finally, under hugely challenging
conditions, our new Year 10 class have
all managed to produce and taken part in
a short film. Well done to all!

Modern foreign languages
look back at this year
It was a great year in modern foreign
languages for our hardworking
students. From Quizlet challenges
to inter-school Vocab Express
competitions, students made the most
of online tools to supplement their
language learning.
Students used a wide variety of online
resources to keep them talking and
listening in French and Spanish over
the summer term. Websites such as
Flipgrid and Padlet allowed students to
record themselves speaking and get
verbal feedback from their teachers.
Lyrics training enabled them to practise
listening through music and ImmerseMe
gave students an opportunity to immerse
themselves in a 360-degree language
learning environment!
The pandemic meant that the trip to
Cantabria in Spain was postponed, but
we look forward to a brilliant trip in 2021.
We were proud of all of our students and
the great efforts they made to keep up
their love of languages over lockdown.

Senior School
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Mathematicians rise
to the challenge
The Intermediate Mathematical Challenge is a 60-minute,
multiple-choice competition aimed at students across
the UK. It encourages mathematical reasoning, precision
of thought, and fluency in using basic mathematical
techniques to solve interesting problems. Designed to make
students think, most are accessible yet still challenge those
with more experience.
Congratulations to the following 20 mighty mathematicians in
Years 9, 10 and 11, who scored the best marks in the practice
paper and went on to sit the Intermediate Maths Challenge
paper: Kirils Vinogradovs, Stephen Shi, Harrison Cundy, Adam
Naheed, Jack Sargent, Trixie Morrison-Parry, Josephine Paul,
Jack Baker, Max McPhee, Bernice Olubor-Daniels, Adam
Maskhut, Louis Farquhar, Alan Charles, Megan Hardie, Mimi
Bottomley, Edward Harvey, George Taylor, Lily Lidster, Esme
Naylor and Robert Lee.

GCSE Presentation Evening for summer
2019 leavers
We were pleased to welcome Old Westbournians back into
school early in December 2019 so that they could receive
their GCSE certificates from Mr Hicks, our headmaster.
The results for the summer 2019 leavers saw 86% of Year
11 gain at least five passes at grade 4 and above (A*-C) not
including maths and English. 73% of all grades were at grade

9 to 5 and the average grade in our scholarship class for all
subjects at GCSE was 7.7 (nearly an A*). All our 2019 Year 11
leavers went on to their first choice of post-16 setting. We wish
them every success in their future studies and careers and hope
they will keep in touch with the school over the years to come.

Senior School
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Mrs Loane, English Teacher.

A wild and unforgettable journey
Year 7 pupils embarked on an unforgettable journey of self-discovery in
September 2019 when they headed into the wild for a bushcraft and teambuilding residential trip.
Set in Boughton Woods Woodland Centre, this is the site of the royal hunting forest
of Rockingham, close to Kettering and a large area of ancient woodland. It provided
the ideal setting for our children’s two-day residential stay as they became fully
immersed in the natural world, sleeping under canvas and cooking over open fires.
The aim of the trip was to develop pupils’ confidence in unfamiliar surroundings, share
experiences and develop a greater understanding of the natural British landscape.
From bushcraft to shelter building, archery to orienteering, this wonderful woodland
adventure enabled them to learn a range of new survival skills while having a
fabulous time.
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Courtroom drama at
the National Justice
Museum
In February, Year 8 went to
Nottingham to visit the National
Justice Museum to discover real
stories of crime and punishment.
The group had the chance to explore
this intriguing museum and take part in
a wide range of interactive activities. In
the morning they worked as a team to
reenact a real-life courtroom scenario
around knife crime.
Pupils then spent the afternoon studying
the justice system including arrests,
reform and the consequences of different
laws being broken. On their return to
school, pupils Nell Lidster and Heidi
Shackleton gave an assembly to Senior
School recounting their fascinating and
sometimes grisly experiences.

Westbourne’s forensic detectives
A burglary gone wrong, a murder victim,
an anonymous letter…it was the sort
of crime that could baffle the most able
team of detectives.
However, in October, Year 8 pupils
discovered that it takes more than
Hercule Poirot’s powers of deduction
to solve a mystery when they became
detectives for the day. Working on a
scene created specially by SC-High
Quality Science Events, the children had
to investigate an aggravated burglary and
decide which of three potential suspects
was guilty of the crime.

identify the author of an anonymous letter;
and paper chromatography to see if the
ink on the letter matched the ink in any
of the pens owned by the suspects and
fingerprint analysis.
The session ended with a trial where
pupils played the roles of suspects, judge,
barristers, forensics scientist, police officer,
court usher and the jury.

Dr Twitty, Head of Science explained:
“The children applied the skills they
had learnt in their science classes as
well as valuable lessons in deduction,
understanding evidence and listening to
complex issues. Our budding forensic
detectives relished the chance to take
a look inside the scientific world of
contemporary crime detection.”

Pupils were divided into two groups of
scene of crime officers (SOCOs) and
forensics scientists. The SOCOs examined
the crime scene in the biology lab in white
suits, masks and gloves under the watchful
eye of a forensic expert, while the forensics
scientists carried out the laboratory work.
Practical work included blood pattern
analysis; identifying footwear marks found
at the scene; handwriting analysis to

Lockdown
doesn’t stop
mathematicians

Our students continued to enjoy mathematics learning over the lockdown period.
Highlights included Mr Beckett, our longest-serving teacher, rigging a whiteboard up on
his wall at home to play his famous games; Mr Allison recorded his Eton-inspired lectures
on Youtube for some of our higher students; and Kahoot! kept our mathematicians
entertained with its online quizzes. Lessons brightened our days of confinement and as
teachers we felt lucky to have such adaptable students with a great sense of fun!
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A word from Mr Clark, Head of Junior School
Lockdown, school closure and remote teaching during the summer term
strengthened our school community and brought to the fore the special
qualities that Junior School’s children and teachers share.
Naturally, the pandemic was a major
cause for concern for everyone. However,
a rallying call from our Headmaster, Mr
Hicks, stating that our school would live
or die, depending on the quality of our
remote teaching, galvanised staff, pupils
and parents alike.

Welcome
to Junior
School
Junior School pupils thrive in our
academic yet supportive, inclusive and
nurturing environment. Staff members
understand children learn in different
ways and treat each one as an
individual. Our teaching, learning and
extra curricular provision gives each
one of them the opportunity to shine.
We have small class sizes at Westbourne,
meaning more one-on-one learning. The
school has excellent facilities including
a large art studio, IT suite and several
playgrounds.
We make sure that pupils can make good
use of our Senior School facilities such as
the Drama Studio, science labs, The Dell
outdoor amphitheatre and Forest School
outdoor learning classroom. They can also
use the purpose-built food technology area.
Our highly regarded Westbourne teachers
are passionate about tutoring Junior
School pupils. We also have specialist
teachers in maths, English, music, IT, art
and modern languages. These experts
help to develop pupils’ best abilities to
ensure that they are ready to take up the
challenge of Senior School education.

We were determined to build on the
momentum of the first two terms.
Excellent pupil progress; curriculum
enrichment; healthy growth in our school
population; and Forest School with
its focus on pupil wellbeing all helped
motivate teachers. We began to plan,
develop our command of remote learning
technology and share best practice in
order to continue delivering excellence,
albeit with most staff holed up in their
lounge, kitchen, study or dining room!
We know from experience at Westbourne
that happy children are excellent learners.
Our priority was to make sure that not
only did excellence continue with regards
to the curriculum, teaching and learning,
but also with respect to our children’s
wellbeing. Our passionate Junior School
team worked hard to ensure that all our
children were monitored and supported
with regards to their work-life balance and
mental health.
Form tutors and subject teachers
developed a creative, yet flexible,
timetable that inspired children in their
learning while enabling peer support to
respond to their pastoral needs and social
development.
Daily interaction was embedded into each
child’s learning with videos introducing
each lesson and their learning objectives.
These were supported by live online
sessions, which teachers and pupils both
benefitted from.
Maths and English were timetabled each
morning and we also continued to deliver
specialist subjects such as PE, music,
French and Forest School. This ensured
that all children from Pre-School to Year 6
had a varied, challenging and inspirational
remote learning journey. Breaks,
exercise, hydration, fresh air, reading, fun,
walking the dog and naps were the vital
ingredients that made sure our children
recharged their batteries throughout the
day, enhancing their wellbeing.
The Westbourne Family and our approach,
which encourages whole-school
collaboration, benefited everyone. We
kept in touch with parents and the wider

school community with staff taking part
in a series of videos, messages, and
picture messages. Many recognised our
children’s exceptional efforts as well as
those of our key workers and front line
staff. Our teachers were amazed at the
work, art and messages they received
from children working at home as
everyone adapted to this new norm.
Throughout, Junior School remained open
with a dedicated team of core staff who
worked each day, including throughout
the holidays, to ensure our children of key
workers could be in school.
Junior School was further boosted
when we welcomed back some of
our Pre-School, Reception, Year 1 and
Year 6 children in June, who worked
cooperatively in year group ‘bubbles’.
After working in my quiet and remote
office for two months, it felt like school
had at long last got the life blood back in
the veins. It also allowed us to dream of
September and what the new academic
year would look like.
We welcomed five new pupils into Junior
School, who adapted seamlessly into
school life, embracing remote learning and
quickly gelling with their peers - testimony
to the kindness shown by everyone.
As the end of term approached, staff
worked diligently to deliver memorable
virtual events. Most of them involved
Mr Tedcastle in his best penguin suit as
we hosted online versions of Move Up
Day, Pre-School Graduation, key stage
1 and key stage 2 Prize Giving, Sports
Day, Music for a Summer’s Evening and
a poignant Year 6 Final Assembly with
tissues at the ready!
The challenge of a global pandemic, as
outlined by Mr Hicks in March 2020, was
met with compassion,
professionalism and
care. As Head of
Westbourne Junior
School, I could not
be more proud
of our dedicated
staff and our
resilient and
brilliant children.
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Our masters of maths
During the autumn term, a group of Year 6 children took part in the
Maths Masterclass hosted at Westbourne Junior School. Westbournians
were joined by 18 other pupils from local Dobcroft, Hallam and Nether
Green Junior Schools. All our maths whizzes worked together on a
series of mathematical challenges.
Encounters ranged from engineering structurally secure spaghetti and
marshmallow towers; using maths to escape the Escape Room; making a
wind-powered model car; and contesting a few rounds of the ancient game
of Nim. All these activities had the children developing the skills needed to
problem solve and strategise.
Mr Hawker, Form Teacher and Junior School Maths Co-ordinator who led the
Mathematics Masterclass said:
“Pupils demonstrated enormous dedication and growth, applying their
procedural skills well to overcome an array of complex problems. I’ve been
proud to witness the children demonstrating such talent, enthusiasm and
teamwork during these stimulating sessions.”

A day in the life of
a remote teacher
The individual, face-to-face attention
we give our children is something that
Westbourne’s teachers have always
been proud of. As you can imagine,
teaching our children remotely was
a distinctly different approach this
year and we were delighted when
Mr Lomas made a video depicting
a day in the life of a remote teacher,
teaching both our Year 4 classes.
From getting up to go for a run to
planning lessons and giving support, this
gave an excellent insight into how our
teachers were handling school life online.
As such, it was well received by both
children and their parents.
Many teaching staff were furloughed
or took temporary leave of absence as
part of the Government scheme during
the pandemic. We would like to thank
all our staff for adapting to the changing
situation. For those that continued to
teach, they continually adapted their
teaching to deliver interesting and
innovative lessons to ensure that our
children’s education didn’t suffer as a
result of school closures.

The Westbourne Family celebrates Grandparents’ Day
How do you bring several hundred
years of learning and experience into
the classroom? Invite your grandma
and grandad into lessons!
In October, we welcomed more than
60 grandparents into school for our
second Grandparents’ Day, giving them
the chance to share their knowledge
and also discover how children are
learning in the 21st century.
What’s more, our dedicated and
enthusiastic grandparents joined us
from all over the UK for this special day,
which saw Pre-School to Year 6 sharing
their classroom lessons and school life
with their loved ones. Lessons included

origami, maths challenges, poetry, story
writing and a quiz on international food.
The event included a performance from
the school choir; a tour of the school; and a
chance to meet Mr Hicks, our Headmaster,
and teaching staff. All generations were
delighted to share music, laughter, food
and a love of learning.
Mr Clark, Head of Junior School explained:
“We wanted to create a special day that
recognised the vital contribution of our
grandparents as part of the Westbourne
Family. The day was about celebrating
the many generations that make up our
school community.”
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Times Tables Rockstars are a big hit
In February, pupils rocked out with the first annual
Times Table Rockstars Day. Times Tables Rockstars is
a programme of times table practise with some hot
competition between classes.
Our budding mathematicians kick-started the day by
competing across year groups during a whole-school
assembly, trying their utmost to outdo one another with
their times tables knowledge. During maths lessons, they
completed a series of times tables activities, finishing with a
times tables test to decide the champions of each year group.
This was a fantastic day of fun and friendly competition. The
winners from each year group were:

Year 1 – Obai Hashim
Year 2 – Cheng-Xi Ma
Year 3 – Lucy Johnson

Year 4 – Jacob Smith
Year 5 – Advait Shastry
Year 6 – Neema Wright

A smooth transition
to Senior School
We work hard to ensure a smooth transition for our pupils
when they move up from Junior School, so that all pupils
that have been accepted into Senior School have time to get
used to the new environment. The 2019 to 2020 academic
year was possibly one of the most comprehensive transition
programmes we have ever attempted.

The magic of Science Day
Science magician Dr Pritchard is known as a curator of
wonder and he was also Junior School’s resident science
magician for a day. As well as having been a distinguished
scientist and atomic physics researcher, he is an Associate
of the Inner Magic Circle - one of only 300 people in the
world to hold this distinction. His amazing performances
aim to inspire and inform, which he certainly achieved for
our younger pupils.
He performed his science magic to the delight of children and
parents on the yard before school, followed by entertaining
assemblies and workshops for all of our Early Years Foundation
Stage, key stage 1 and key stage 2 children. They learnt a wealth
of curious facts about diagnostic imaging, maths, neuroscience,
biological medicines, computing and electronics.
Thank you to the many parent volunteers who offered their time
and expertise and helped make the day informative, educational
and inspirational.

The programme moved smoothly online thanks to Google
Meets, videos and online activities. Pupils were invited to the
meetings and those who could not attend had a chance to view
the slides and videos. We even managed a virtual Move Up
session so that pupils could meet the teachers and their new
form group for the following academic year.
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A story of survival for World Book Day
For Junior School’s celebration of World
Book Day, our chosen book was Moth.
Senior School pupils had made this
excellent recommendation, which tells the
remarkable evolution story - the struggle
of animal survival against the background
of an evolving human world, in an
atmospheric introduction to Darwin’s
theory of evolution by natural selection.
It was an incredibly evocative day in school as
children dressed as their favourite character.
Even our teachers transformed into these
flying insects to promote a powerful retelling
of the story of the peppered moth!:
Against a lush backdrop of lichen-covered
trees, the peppered moth lies hidden until the
world begins to change. Along come people
with their magnificent machines which stain
the land with soot. In a beautiful landscape
changed by humans, how will the delicate
moth survive?

Junior and Senior School pupils come together to plan World Book Day

Crucial life lessons for Year 6
In January, Year 6 had an opportunity to learn vital life skills during a visit to
the Crucial Crew at the Lifewise Centre in Rotherham.
Through a unique partnership between
South Yorkshire Fire and Rescue, South
Yorkshire Police and South Yorkshire Safer
Roads Partnership, children took part in
activities and workshops that promote
safety and awareness in everyday life.
The centre features a life-size film set of
a small town skillfully created by the set
designers for Coronation Street and is
used for teaching about safety.
Following their arrival, the children were
presented with various challenging
situations such as a road accident or a fire
and used role-play exercises to learn how
to deal with these situations in preparation
for any real-life challenges. Specialist
officers equipped our pupils with the skills

and knowledge to make choices in order
to stay safe from criminal activity.
An action-packed and highly interactive
day included nine workshops including a
mock trial, first aid, peer pressure, arson,
road safety, home safety, bus travel safety
and running away. The knowledge from
the workshops was reinforced at school
in PSHE, where the important safety
messages are reinforced.
All Year 6 pupils had the opportunity
to showcase their talent for acting.
Our pupils were a credit to the school,
engaging with staff and throwing
themselves into role play activities in a
successful and informative trip.

Pre-School
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Keeping in contact
during lockdown

Pre-School
at Westbourne
Westbourne’s Pre-School offers the
ideal environment in which to nurture
young pupils’ talents and abilities.
Opened by esteemed actor and old
Westbournian Dominic West in 2013,
the school has increased in numbers
year on year.
As a result of this important growth,
we have extended our facilities and in
summer 2018 we invested £100,000 in
the development of a fabulous outdoor
play area. The children love exploring and
developing their skills in our purposebuilt outdoor area and they have recently
planted their own wild flower bed to
encourage wildlife and have developed
their own herb garden.
We have also introduced Target Tracker,
an Early Years Learning Goals assessment
tool, which allows us to share learning
and children’s achievements and
successes with their parents.
We have launched the Westbourne Stay
and Play every Thursday during term
time as part of an ongoing programme of
development. The service is designed to
meet the needs of under-fives, including
babies, giving staff the opportunity to
meet children and parents and interact
with them and share our facilities.
“We have a rolling programme of events
and themes including a Forest School
session which has been very well
received. A sure sign of its success is
that already the number of families joining
us is growing,” said Mrs Rees-Oxley, the
Pre-School lead and Head of Early Years
Foundation Stage.

Pre-School staff went the extra mile to
develop activities for our youngest cohort
during the height of the pandemic. Work
packs were tailored to the new situation
with learning from home. As with other
parts of the school, their learning went
online via Google Classroom, supported by
teacher videos explaining the activities.
Our Pre-School teachers worked hard to stay
in regular contact, setting up video meetings
to enable children to keep in touch with their
friends and teachers. Phone calls to parents ensured that they had
offers of support. Teachers even read bedtime stories remotely.
It was a delight to welcome our Pre-School and Reception children back to school
for four weeks of the summer term. This afforded enough time for children to take
part in Music for a Summer’s Evening, our highly anticipated school concert, in
which they performed their own fabulous Disney medley.
On 9 July, we carried out our all-important Graduation and End-of-Term Celebration
Presentation for Reception children remotely. Each one received an award for their
hard work during an exceptional year. We created special digital scrapbooks for our
Pre-School leavers to celebrate their journey through Pre-School.

‘Stay and Play’
sessions for
under-fives
Once again Westbourne School
welcomed its youngest members
of the family with Stay and Play
sessions each Thursday during
term time.
Aimed at under-fives including babies,
the sessions were held in school one
morning a week. Events were held in
both the indoor and outdoor learning
areas, with a host of activities including
music, singing and even basic Spanish
lessons. Session themes included
dinosaurs, space, animals and books,
giving our youngest prospective pupils
a great taster of Westbourne and
school life.
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The graduating
Pre-School class
The annual Pre-School Graduation Ceremony takes place
in the Junior School hall each July. The day marks the
conclusion of our youngest pupils’ first year of school.
Even though we were unable to have everyone together
that year, this important date in the Pre-School calendar
went ahead with the same amount of enthusiasm, care
and attention, albeit online.
After an introduction from Mr Hicks in which he thanked our
children for their hard work and progress, pupils in school
performed their favourite songs on stage, much to the delight of
the children joining in from home.
Highlights from the event included the official Pre-School
graduation song, along with classics such as The Dinosaur
Song, Wheels on the Bus and Frère Jacques. These cheery
songs showcased pupils’ learning including their sense of
rhythm, storytelling, counting, days of the week and phonics.
Favourites such as the Incy Wincy Spider song demonstrated
the group’s fine motor skills while they had fun following the
actions that go alongside the song.

Mrs Rees-Oxley read out the children’s names and presented
them all, some virtually, some in person, with a certificate
and a ‘Westie’ toy dog to mark their time in Pre-School. The
concluding part of the ceremony was a slide showing presenting
the children’s balloons, each one featuring a personal message
about what they want to be when they grow up and their hopes
for the future. This was the ideal end to a memorable event.
Many Pre-School pupils were due to return to Westbourne in
September to embark upon a new chapter in their education.

A musical journey around the world
The stage came to life when our PreSchool children performed their festive
music concert entitled Christmas
Traditions Around the World. Narrated
by our Pre-School staff, they put
together a series of songs about the
traditions they had been learning
about in class.
A wonderful mix of music from around
the world included Brazilian dancers;
French, Chinese and American children
singing songs from their country; an
American shepherd; and a group who
sang a traditional Australian carol, Walking
on the Beach’. Well done to all our
fabulous multicultural performers.
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Getting out
and about
to learn and
enjoy
In November, our Pre-School children
had the chance to experience the
acclaimed chamber musicians
from Music in the Round with their
performance of Sir Scallywag, a firm
favourite from their series of family
concerts. With plenty of audience
participation, the group had a highly
entertaining outing at Sheffield’s
Crucible Studio.
Music has an important place at
Westbourne School. We ensure that all

The search
for Santa
Who needs an elf on the shelf when
you can have an elf to help you on a
marvellous Christmas mission?
Children taking part in our Santa Hunt had
to search for clues that led them to the
elves, who handed over a treat to the ones
who could work out that a special anagram
actually spelt out ‘Westbourne’!
The children enjoyed a fun-filled morning
complete with festive face painting, crafts
and activities before joining family and
friends at our ever-popular Christmas Fayre.

ages including our youngest Pre-School
children have musical opportunities and
we were delighted when Music in the
Round then came to visit our children for a
fantastic music session in school.
As part of their drama activities, our
Pre-School children were enchanted
when they went to see the well-known

Christmas pantomime, The Elves and
the Shoemaker, also at the Crucible
Studio. Finally, there was excitement all
round when the group visited Cineworld
to watch the Polar Express with the
obligatory popcorn and treats.
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Music at Westbourne
The exemplary standards of music education and performance
soar high at Westbourne. Our young and talented musicians
often pass their grade exams earlier than expected.
Westbourne staff encourage pupils’ musical abilities from a young
age. Year 1 pupils have the opportunity to learn any musical
instrument of their choice and perform at both formal and informal
events. Early Years pupils take part in lessons hosted by a fully
qualified music teacher.
Talented pupils showcase their skills during tours, allowing them
to develop a passion and appreciation for music. Pupils have the
chance to perform at formal public venues in Sheffield such as
Firth Hall and Upper Chapel, as well as popular music venues, such
as the iconic Leadmill and Yellow Arch Studios.
The school also boasts several choirs, which welcome all age
ranges. Pupils are given expert coaching from some of the
UK’s most skilled symphonic ensembles such as the Hallé in
Manchester and Ensemble 360, the acclaimed professional
musicians of Music in the Round at the Crucible Theatre, Sheffield.

The children’s ongoing musical efforts culminate in the annual
carol service in St Marie’s Cathedral. This prestigious event is
much anticipated and brings our whole community together in
celebration and song.
We never cease to be enchanted by the talent that we are able to
unlock thanks to the role that music plays in our pupils’ learning.

Making more music
than ever

The Music Department was buzzing
with activity during the academic
year as many pupils were involved
in a myriad of musical performances.
We had our Gig Night at Yellow Arch
Studios in October, followed by the
Christmas performances in November
and December 2019. Music is clearly a
passion for many pupils as shown by
some of the stunning performances at
the informal concerts in Junior School
and the Year 3 and 4 musical production.
At the start of 2020, we were beginning to
prepare music for our summer events and
practising hard for the school production
of West Side Story - the must-see school
theatre production of the year for which
our musicians always produce the music.
Students including those studying for GCSE
music squeezed in a few more crucial
performances and we had the first ever
Senior School informal concert before we
all went into lockdown.
During lockdown, music lessons for
lots of our pupils still involved practical
activities including learning songs and
pieces of music; composing music related
to different themes; and continuing with
instrumental lessons using video calls. For
those who couldn’t join in the practicals,
there were listening activities with a
different theme each week.
However, the highlight had to be the
fabulous virtual concerts. The recordings
made at home and shared with everyone
showed what talented pupils we have.

Music
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Coming together
for Christmas at
the Cathedral
On a winter’s evening towards the
end of term, Westbourne celebrated
Christmas with a traditional carol
service at St Marie’s Catholic
Cathedral. Nestled in the heart of
Sheffield City Centre, the church
provided an atmospheric venue for
the Westbourne community to come
together.

Annual Gig Night is a hit
There was an electric atmosphere as staff, pupils and parents rocked the
night away at Yellow Arch Studios for our autumn Gig Night. Musicians from
all year groups and abilities were given the opportunity to take to the stage
with a packed programme of over 25 acts including vocalists, musicians and
bands. There was also a welcome return from Chalk Face, Westbourne’s staff
band who closed proceedings.
Mr Woodward, Head of Junior School Music commented:
“What a great experience for our young musicians to be able to perform in a real
band venue. It was fantastic to see the diversity of talent with so many from the
Westbourne community coming together to celebrate music in this way.”

Christmas through the ages at St Mark’s

Year 3 to Year 6 pupils turned back
the clock by several centuries as they
celebrated Christmas through the
ages with family and friends at St
Mark’s Church in Broomhill.
The concert began in medieval style
complete with a boar’s head and dried
fruit. The children then provided a taste
of Regency and Victorian celebrations
before taking the proceedings into the
20th century with songs from the 1940s

and 1950s before covering the 1990s
for a rousing finale of the Mariah Carey
classic, All I Want for Christmas Is You!
The event featured many other songs
and readings, which explored traditional
ideas of Christmas, for example,
although the traditions may have
changed with time, the true message
remains the same - Christmas is about
being kind to one another.

Pupils aged five to 16, as well as a
host of staff, parents, governors and
guests, joined our merry throng. Our
school choirs and solo artists presented
a delightful evening of carols and
seasonal readings. Young musicians also
performed other seasonal Christmas
favourites including The Nutcracker, and
more contemporary pieces such as It’s
Beginning To Look a Lot Like Christmas
and Let It Snow.
Another highlight was the performance
from young dancer, Niamh Fitzgerald,
who presented an enchanting piece from
the classic French movie, Amelie.
It was a beautiful way to celebrate the
start of Christmas with a warm welcome
for everybody.
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The Arts at
Westbourne
Encouraging artistic talent is a priority
at Westbourne. We believe that every
child deserves the opportunity
to express their unique personality
while also unlocking their creativity.
Staff members go the extra mile to
uncover pupils’ hidden talents in art,
music or drama. After-school art clubs are
always popular, while pupils from all areas
of the school are encouraged to imagine,
create and express themselves with
inspirational results.
To support music and dance talents of the
pupils, additional teachers join the team
each week. These specialist professionals
offer group tuition to take children’s skills
to the next level.
Drama is an important subject in our
school curriculum. In 2015, the school

Taken from Legally Blonde, March 2019

invested in a brand new Drama Studio,
complete with professional lighting rig,
lighting desk, blackout blinds and curtains.
These changes reflect the onus the school
places on the performing arts.
This is in contrast to the national trend
in many schools where drama and
performing arts no longer have their own
programme of study as part of the national
curriculum and are therefore facing crisis
and decline.

What’s more, there are opportunities
to perform in concerts in school and
externally in the city. Staging a play is an
exercise in teamwork and productions
regularly take place in both Junior and
Senior School, either inside or in our
natural outdoor amphitheatre, The Dell.
We are proud of the opportunities afforded
by our arts facilities and the powerful
results for our children’s personal growth
and the development of their creativity.

From drawing in the style of Picasso to
creating an Impressionist painting with
toothpaste, their artistic journey took
them to places few artists ever go.
They worked with strange resources
and even created art using Minecraft!

Art overview?

Inspired artists keep on creating
We might have been in lockdown but that did not stop Westbourne’s student artists
from being creative as they embarked on a remote learning extravaganza of art.

One highlight was the classic excuse,
“the dog ate my work”, as one
outraged student explained that their
pet had eaten a chocolate and tomato
ketchup version of a Monet! They
even managed to keep the model club
going with regular Monday evening
meets online with sessions for tips
and tricks sharing.
Our GCSE students were absolute
gems. They were willing participants
in online sessions and made excellent
use of Google Classroom and Google
Drive to share their work and ideas
with each other. Following the final
hand-in date, a group was created for
students going on to study A level art,
to keep them supported and part of
the Westbourne Family long after the
GCSE course had ended.
Our students rise to the challenges of
lockdown education and still gained
valuable learning in the most difficult
of circumstances - proof that there’s
never a dull moment if you turn your
mind to it.
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West Side Story goes… West
For many theatre lovers, West Side Story’
is the world’s greatest musical… and for
Westbourne pupils, it was about to be
their greatest stage challenge.
Scheduled to take place at Sheffield’s
Montgomery Theatre on 19 and 20 March
2020, pupils from across the whole school
were set to present this giant of Broadway,
The West End and Hollywood with their own
production of Leonard Bernstein and Stephen
Sondheim’s legendary, West Side Story.
Ready to take their lead roles were pupils
Declan Saxton and Rosie Molyneux, playing illfated young lovers Tony and Maria. However,
ill-fated they were, along with the entire cast
and crew. After months of rehearsals, the
performance was cancelled the day before
they were due to gain access to the theatre.
The play was inspired by Shakespeare’s
Romeo and Juliet. With a plot transposed
from Renaissance Verona to 1950s New York,
our pupils were set to recreate the tough
world of warring street gangs. They spent
months learning well-known hits including
Maria; Something’s Coming; Somewhere;
America; I Feel Pretty; One Hand, One Heart;
and Tonight.
With such extensive preparation, there’s
no way we could let West Side Story
pass without acknowledging everyone’s
commitment, effort and talent - and give them
at least this time in the spotlight through The
Westbournian.
Well done to the
West Side Story
cast and crew - you
are still our stars of
the stage!

Director and Musical Director –
Mr Collis
Assistant Musical Director –
Mr Woodward
Choreography Team – Mrs Moss,
Mrs Gwilliam, Mrs Pritchett, Mr Collis
Stage Manager, Costume and
Props Supervisor – Mrs Foster-Major
assisted by Mrs Rigby
Assistant Director – Joel Priest,
Old Westbournian

Cast:
THE JETS
Riff – Archie Renshaw
Tony – Declan Saxton
Action – Fred Foster–Major
A–Rab – Alfie Askham
Baby John – Joe Davies
Snowboy – Andrew McKinna
Big Deal – William Niven
Diesel – Jack Baker
Graziella – Chloe Roper
Velma – Grace Brown
Anybodys – Esme Naylor
THE SHARKS
Bernardo – Sam Jokhi
Maria – Rosie Molyneux
Anita – Josephine Paul
Chino – Louis Broadhurst
Pepe – Louis Farquhar
Indio – Arjun Fingas
Rosalia – Kiran Draviaraj
Consuelo – Eliza Heywood
Francisca – Eve Wakes
Teresita – Erin Davies
Estella – Ana Beatson
Margarita – Bea Cleobury–Jones
THE ADULTS
Lt. Schrank – Mr Birbeck
Officer Krupke – Mr Davey
Gladhand – Joel Priest
(Old Westbournian)
Doc – Mr Roberts

Declan and Rosie
playing ill-fated young
lovers Tony and Maria

Westbourne’s past productions
Pupils at Westbourne School have enthralled audiences over
many years performing a host of acclaimed musicals:
2012 – Oliver
2013 – Little Shop of Horrors
2014 – Wizard of Oz
2015 – Annie
2016 – Grease

2017 – Bugsy Malone
2018 – 13: The Musical
2019 – Legally Blonde
2020 – West Side Story (cancelled at
the last minute due to Covid-19)

Chorus:
Angel Dusauzay
Freya Guest
Jessica Hind
Holly Bashforth
Serena Choker
Connie Bailey
Matilda Haslett
MIrabelle Ridley
Aurora Mountain
Isla Cory–Wright
Grace Moss
Eve Johnson
Jasmin Rai
Annabelle Lomas
Holly Simmons
Lola Brereton
Grace Jones
Jasmine Head
Evie Askham
George Nex
Lily Naylor
Elizabeth Goodfellow
Megan Hardie
Amber Forster
Romessa Qureshi
Gabrielle Mondenou

Orchestra:
Woodwind – Mr Little, Mr Beckett,
Leo Zhang, Caitlin Sullivan,
Harrison Cundy
Trumpet – Mr Shields
Trombone – Mr Windle
Violin 1 – Wilf Dingle
Violin 2 – Jess Simmons
Cello – Nell Lidster
Bass – Mrs M Pritchett
Piano – Mr M Woodward
Keyboard 2 – Kirils Vinogradovs
Drums – Tom Stafford

Crew:
Lighting design – Mr Clayton
Lighting team – Charley Jolley,
Leo Key, Bernice Olubor–Daniels
Sound – Mr Chan Stephen Shi
Stage crew – Tom Wroth, Edward
Harvey, Aidan Van Veen
Set design – Mr Collis
Programme design –
James Billingham
Hair and make–up team –
Mrs Lillywhite, Miss Ogden
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An unexpectedly dramatic year
We enjoyed three live trips to the wonderful Sheffield
Theatres to watch The Woman in Black in October, Guys
and Dolls in January and Everybody’s Talking About Jamie
in February. We also gained access to some amazing online
productions during lockdown including a wealth of the
National Theatre’s past productions.
Year 11 managed to get their scripted coursework pieces on
camera before lockdown. GCSE Drama continued successfully
thanks to Google Classroom. There was more emphasis on the
theory side of the course to complement practical work that was
scheduled for our pupils’ return to school.
Unfortunately, West Side Story, the school production was a victim
of lockdown. Disappointment was a bitter taste to all involved, but
our pupils’ resilience had an empowering after-effect.

Tinsel and Tea Towels The Nativity
Tinsel, tea towels and lots of imagination and enthusiasm…
that’s all it takes to present the perfect Pre-School Nativity play.
Aptly named Tinsel and Tea Towels, Reception to Year 2 pupils
presented two performances of the acclaimed Nativity story with a
contemporary twist. This family musical was a behind-the-scenes look
at what really happens when children in schools up and down the
country present the Nativity. Filled with humour - and the odd tear the traditional story was unpacked as each class prepared to present
different elements of the original.
Mrs Foster-Major, Drama Teacher commented:
“This was a refreshing and highly entertaining look at a much-loved
Bible story. Our children and the audience enjoyed it in equal measure.”

Young Shakespeare
In November, a storyteller and four Young Shakespeare
Company actors performed a mesmerising version of
Macbeth, Shakespeare’s story of ambition, guilt and
revenge.
In a fast-moving, immersive and interactive production, they
brought the play to life vividly by acting among the children,
at times including the whole audience. Pupils were instantly
transported into dramatic scenes such as the meeting between
Macbeth and the witches; the royal banquet at which Macbeth
sees Banquo’s ghost; and the thrilling battle in which Macbeth
comes face-to-face with his greatest enemy, Macduff.
Throughout the performance, the intriguing storyteller enabled
our children to become actively involved in the play through a
carefully structured range of drama and language activities. They
were encouraged to explore the motives, thoughts and feelings

of the characters, improvising scenes for example, how Lady
Macbeth might try to persuade her husband to carry out the
assassination of the King. Volunteers from among our young
audience were also selected to become individual characters in
the story and all the children had the opportunity to speak and
enjoy Shakespeare in short, accessible sections.
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A poetic birthday salute
for Captain Tom
During the pandemic, Westbourne pupils
were inspired by the wonderful Captain
Sir Thomas Moore. Popularly known as
Captain Tom, the former British Army
officer and centenarian is known for his
achievements raising money for charity in
the run-up to his 100th birthday during the
Covid-19 pandemic.
Following an assembly in April where pupils
were invited to share birthday wishes to
Captain Tom, Heidi’s poem was printed in
the Daily Telegraph as part of a feature about
his life. Her grandfather had submitted the
poem online and we congratulate Heidi on the
power of her poetry.

Stars take to the stage in Olivia!
The girls took over (well almost) when Years 3 and 4 presented the
musical Olivia! in the Senior School Drama Studio in October 2019. With
two performances, the Junior School children and their parents enjoyed
the theatre atmosphere in our purpose-built, state-of-the-art studio.
This brilliant and innovative show, set in Victorian times, traces the steps
of Olivia, from down-trodden orphan to star of the stage. On her journey to
the bright lights of London she is befriended by Eliza Doolittle from My Fair
Lady and, after a series of adventures, becomes a singer in a new Gilbert
and Sullivan show, thanks to the unlikely assistance of Fagin and the Artful
Dodger.
Eliza and the flower sellers were joined by other major female roles. With
orphans, poor school girls and the essential chorus, there was no difficulty in
casting for this female-orientated show.
The boys were not overlooked with splendid cameos for George Bernard
Shaw, Ebenezer Scrooge, Sherlock Holmes and Doctor Watson.
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Chinese New Year
art competition
Congratulations to the children who won prizes for their
amazing pictures entered into the Confucius Institute
Chinese New Year Art Competition at The University of
Sheffield. The children were invited to draw or paint a
picture of a rat to celebrate the Year of the Rat.

Year 1/2

Year 3/4

Year 5/6

Sarah Nadejde

Eunha Ryu

Danying Li

Ava-Mae Lowrie

Angelica
Hautbergue

Meiyi Ren

Chefs get
inventive
At the start of our remote learning
time, it was quite difficult to get hold
of the right ingredients for certain
practical activities, so pupils were
encouraged to cook whatever and
whenever they could and share the
photos of what they had made.

Congratulations
to Eunha who
won first prize.

The syllabus was swiftly adapted to
enable pupils to work independently,
incorporating investigational and individual
learning into tasks. Many pupils stepped
up to the challenge and some even
created their own food videos. As a
department, we already used Google
Classroom as a useful tool to support
theory work; we simply expanded
this to include videos of skills, recipe
demonstrations and video meetings to
discuss work.
Year 7 focussed on commodities and
food provenance with some very mature

perspectives on the world’s food issues.
Year 8 looked at traditional foods from
other countries and the amount of food
wastage we had. Year 9 started their
GCSE course and Year 10 continued
theirs, investigating ingredients and
the effect of heat on the different
macronutrients. Credit must be given to
the Year 11 GCSE group for completing
their non-examination assessments so
well just before lockdown. Their practical
exam work was of a particularly high
standard.
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Art gallery
Key stage 3 general art

Using anything but paint, Year 7

Photomontage of a Magritte, Year 9

Annoying Last Supper, Year 9

Using anything but paint, Year 7

Enrichment afternoon artwork, Year 9

Year 11 and GCSE artwork

Josephine Paul, Year 11

Mahsa Rahimi, Year 11

Harrison Cundy, Year 11

Kiera English, Art Journal, Year 11

Junior School

Thalia Merifield, Art Journal,
Year 11

Millie Sanderson-Shaw,
Art Journal, Year 11

Gabby Noble, GCSE

Junior School Art Club
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Sport at
Westbourne
A core belief at Westbourne is that a balanced lifestyle means
engaging the body and the mind. We offer an abundance
of sporting activities that encourage pupils to engage in a
healthy dose of competition.
As you may expect from a school of this standard, outstanding
facilities are on offer at international and specialist venues across
Sheffield. These venues include Ponds Forge, the English Institute
of Sport, Goodwin Sports Centre, Abbeydale Sports Club, Rother
Valley Country Park, Sheffield Hallam University and iceSheffield.
We pride ourselves in making sport inclusive for all pupils where
each student feels valued. All pupils from Year 3 to 11 have the
opportunity to participate in house events, a multitude of friendly
games and inter-house competitions. As well as fixtures, we
also provide an extended extracurricular activity list ranging from
football, gymnastics, netball, running, horse riding and climbing.

We also recognise that not all individuals want to take part in
team sports and provide alternatives including tennis, badminton,
table tennis and racketball to develop each child’s individual
sporting potential.
Westbourne pupils are often selected for regional sports teams
and many have gone on to represent England or Great Britain in
their chosen field. Annual international sports tours are on offer to
all pupils. These include tours to Barcelona, Malta and Lanzarote as
well as ski trips to Austria, the French Alps, Canada and the USA.

A word from Mr ElvidgeLatham, Director of Sport
We had two action-packed terms of sport at Westbourne
before lockdown in late March, offering a significant
amount of fixtures in all sports for A, B and C teams
against private and state schools.
The Sports Department trained two students from Sheffield
Hallam University, Oscar and Alex, who both performed
outstandingly well and have gone on to secure PE jobs in
other schools.
In October, the north-east hockey and rugby tour was a
resounding success for our under 13 teams who played in
various fixtures and took part in outdoor adventure activities.
Our Sports Scholarship Day on 21 January was hugely
popular, internally and externally, highlighting the high level of
competition that we can offer at Westbourne.
In the spring term, we also hosted our own netball and
football festivals for Junior School pupils. Several local state
schools attended and had a wonderful time participating in
sporting events.
In the summer term, there was a packed schedule that was
unfortunately cancelled, including Sports Day and muchanticipated house cricket and rounders competitions. A full
fixtures list against schools in Sheffield and the surrounding
counties was lined up along with a wealth of athletics
meetings. Parents as well as pupils had been eagerly waiting
to participate in hotly-fought competitions such as the
Headmaster’s Golf and Cricket Days.
We love sport at Westbourne and Sports Department staff
and pupils most definitely went the extra mile wherever they
could throughout the year.

Keeping active
in lockdown
From day one of lockdown, there was no time for
Westbourne pupils to put their feet up. They were provided
with a changing weekly programme of activities designed
to encourage them to stay active in a variety of sports
throughout the restrictions. This included introductions to
yoga, dance and high intensity interval training in addition
to the usual striking, fielding and tennis that would have
taken place in the summer term.
To encourage some of the healthy competition that was
missed so much during lockdown, the Sports Department
set challenges for all Westbourne’s children. These included
a Step Count Challenge, Virtual Sports Day, the 2.6 Challenge
and a Virtual Inca Trail to record distance covered over the
week. Some of these activities also provided children with
the opportunity to represent their house and feel part of a
team again. Other pupils continued to develop and maintain
their fitness levels by getting involved in the Couch to 5k
competition.
An excellent effort from our pupils meant that many were ready
for action when they returned to school.
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Keeping fit with the House Step Challenge
For a week in May, pupils across
Junior and Senior School stepped
up to Mr Glover’s challenge to keep
fit during lockdown. The House
Step Challenge provided the perfect
motivation to compete against other
houses by seeing how many steps
they could record on their fitness
tracker or smartphone. With some
tough rules like “don’t tie your tracker
to your Olympic athlete of a parent
or your pet dog”, the individual
scores were submitted and it was
clear that there are no sofa surfers at
Westbourne.

A special mention goes to Lily Naylor,
Year 8 who stepped out with a
phenomenal 186,708 steps over the
course of the week - well done!

House step totals
4th Johnson – 248,093 steps
3rd Whitfield – 252,157 steps
2nd Mercer – 377, 112 steps
1st Holmes – 408,312 steps

Rugby season in review
Under 9s
The under 9 and under 11 rugby teams
trained well at the beginning of the
season and made good progress. The
team travelled to Barlborough Hall School
on 17 September. They won one game,
drew one and lost two. They put in a great
performance against Mylnhurst School in
October, losing 7-4. The under 9 team had
a few games cancelled due to the weather
but finished the season well in December
with Johnson winning the house rugby.
Under 11s
The under 11 rugby team made excellent
progress as the season went on. They
started with a tough match in September

losing out to an impressive squad from
Barlborough Hall School. Oliver Croft
Matthewman was the under 11 captain,
who with Slate Grant, led the team well.
The boys recycled the ball well from break
down situations and showed resilience
throughout all their matches.
Under 12s and 13s
The under 13 team had a very successful
season as they went unbeaten until the
end of November. A brilliant tied game at
Scarborough College during the north-east
rugby tour was a highlight. Ben Hartog ably
led the team and Raf Ahmed, our battering
ram in attack, was also a leading try scorer.
Notable performances from the under 12

team came from Luca Allcroft with his fine
tackling and super side-step; Adam Wroth
for his versatility and well-timed passing;
and Joe Davey for his tireless energy and
upfront breakdown dominance.
Under 15s
It was a great season for the under 15
team. The boys demonstrated brilliant
determination throughout the season with
victories over challenging teams including
Hull Collegiate and Lincoln Minster schools.
A special mention must go to Alex Reid for
his fantastic tackling and movement with
the ball and Arthur Gregory for his brilliant
attitude in training sessions and multiple
successes on the pitch.
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Hockey season in review
One of Westbourne School’s values is inclusion and we ensured that all our pupils in each year who wanted to play in a
competitive fixture had the opportunity to do so.
Under 9s
The under 9A girls’ team had a
tremendous hockey season, winning the
majority of their games. The highlight of
the season was when they played in a
tournament at Barlborough Hall School.
They played five teams at this festival and
remained undefeated all afternoon, scoring
a multiple number of goals during each
game. The girls worked hard as a team
during the term, consequently their focus
during training and matches was superb.
Ava Lowrie, the team’s captain, confidently
led her team to many victories throughout
the season. All eight girls demonstrated
a determined attitude, fought hard
during tackles and improved their spatial
awareness through the season.
Under 11s
The highlight of the season was when
the under 11A team played in a three-way
tournament against S. Anselm’s and St
Peter & St Paul schools, winning both
of their matches. All the girls displayed
determination to ensure they didn’t lose.
Girl of the Match was Holly Bashforth.

other schools. Some girls also had the
opportunity to attend a hockey tour in the
north-west of England. The competition
was tough but they managed to achieve
a 3-1 victory against Nottingham High
School.
Congratulations to Elizabeth Goodfellow
and Eleanor Reynolds from our under 13A
girls’ hockey team, who were selected
for the South Yorkshire squad. A great
achievement!
Under 14s
The two highlights of the season were
when the under 14 girls made it to
the north-west round at Timperley.
Westbourne School drew two games and
lost two games. Player of the Tournament
went to Maddie Hague. Despite being in
Year 7, she held her own along with the
rest of the team, who also played valiantly
to the regional stages.
The second highlight was when the under
14 girls’ hockey team played against Hill
House School at Abbeydale Sports Club.
The final score was 6-0 to Westbourne.

Under 13s

Under 15s

The under 13 hockey team played various
fixtures throughout the term. With so
many wanting to take part, we were
able to create three different hockey
teams that experienced success against

At the annual under 15 Sheffield
Federation for Schools’ Sport hockey
tournament in October, Westbourne
School was the only school to field a girlsonly side. The team played some brilliant

hockey against tough opposition and
became the well-deserved winners of this
tournament.
Scores on the doors
Silverdale 2-0 Westbourne
Birkdale 0-0 Westbourne
King Ecgberts 0-1 Westbourne
Tapton 0-0 Westbourne
A second highlight of the season was
when the under 15 girls played against
Birkdale School at Abbeydale Sports Club
in October. Birkdale were strong but both
teams maintained equal possession of
the ball throughout the first half. Our girls
were determined and the end result was
1-0 to Westbourne.
Under 16s
The highlight of the season was when
the under 16 girls played against Sheffield
Girls’ at Warminster Road. The team
consisted of some very skillful and
talented under 15 and under 16 pupils. At
half time, Westbourne was leading 2-0.
After half time, Westbourne’s confidence
and determination was building, as was
our outstanding display of skills. This was
a cohesive, supportive team who worked
hard to support and drive each other on.
Sheffield Girls’ clearly did not want to
give up, nevertheless the final score gave
Westbourne a 5-0 victory.
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Netball season in review
All pupils had the opportunity to train
and take part in netball fixtures during
the 2019 spring season in order to
develop their individual skills, tactics
and team strategies.
Under 9s
On 3 March, Year 4 girls travelled to S.
Anselm’s School to take part in a netball
tournament along with 10 other schools
in total. They achieved three consecutive
wins against S. Anselm’s, Old Vicarage and
St Peter & St Paul schools, before making
it to the quarter finals against Barlborough
Hall. Also in March, Year 4 took part in the
Westbourne School Netball Festival at The
English Institute of Sport, with Westbourne
School netting a decisive victory.
On the same day, we took the other Year
3 and 4 girls to St Peter & St Paul, where
they won their match 4-1. Although this
was a hugely successful afternoon for all
our Year 3 and 4 girls, our main aim was to
ensure that all pupils enjoyed representing
the school in various competitive fixtures.
Under 11s
In a fantastic double victory for
Westbourne, the under 11A and 11B teams
played against Nottingham High School in
January. It was the first time that they had
played in these teams and it was exciting to
see how well the teams gelled.
The A team started strong, connecting
passes down the court and marking tightly.
Their attackers worked hard to play the ball

in and out of the circle before shooting.
Shooting strengthened as the game
went on. Our defence developed a good
partnership in the circle and worked hard
to win the rebounds from shots. Player of
the Day went to captain Poppy Fletcher for
consistency with accurate passes as well
as intercepting the ball all over the court.
The team came away with a 15-7 win.
The B team were leading after the first
quarter and it was evident that our girls
were determined to win this match. After
a team talk, the girls were re-positioned on
court with excellent shooting from Daniela
Arnold. Player of the Day went to Jessica
Hind for fantastic movement in centre
position. The final score was a fantastic 9-0
to Westbourne.
Under 12s
The Year 7 girls took part in the Sheffield
Federation for Schools’ Sport tournament
at Meadowhead School on 4 February.
There were 13 other schools in the league
and the team played against three others
in their pool including Sheffield Girls’ 1,
Mercia and Silverdale schools.
Year 7 girls had a fantastic start, winning
their first game against Silverdale 4-0.
In the second game against Mercia, the
girls showed great communication and
accurate passing and moving, culminating
in a final score of 5-0 to Westbourne.
In the third game against Sheffield Girls’

1, the team lost 5-1 but managed to go
through to the semi-finals. Westbourne
played Meadowhead in a hotly fought game
and narrowly lost 2-0. The girls should be
proud of making it to the semi finals.
Under 13s
The Year 8 girls took part in the Sheffield
Federation for Schools’ Sport tournament
at Meadowhead School in February. There
were eight other schools in our league and
they played in a pool of five teams including
Tapton, Newfield, Silverdale and Sheffield
Girls’ schools.
The team lost to Sheffield Girls’ 4-0 and
conceded a very close 4-3 defeat to
Silverdale. However, they were triumphant
against Newfield winning 3-0 and also beat
Tapton 6-0.
Overall, they came third place in their pool
and just missed out on reaching the semifinals.
Under 14s
For the under 14 girls’ last game of the
season, they were determined to put their
hard work into practice. They concentrated
on passing the ball quickly but accurately
down the court, marking players tightly
when defending. The girls fought right to
the final whistle. With a final score of 7-6
to Westbourne School, they should be
very proud of themselves. Player of the
Day went to Esme Naylor for fantastic
movement on court and accurate shooting.
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Football season in review
Under 8s

Under 13s

The under 8 football team had an excellent
season and played some mature and
considered football with a determined
attitude. The team took part in a number of
festivals, competing admirably and winning
their fair share of encounters. In their final
outing they played superbly in the Rugby
Festival at Barlborough Hall School. The
team won 2-0 in their first match against
Barlborough Hall’s B team before suffering
a narrow defeat with the last kick of the
game, to a strong Barlborough Hall A
team. In the final match, Westbourne just
lost out to Mylnhurst School who had a
number of under 9s in their team. Overall
it was a fabulous team effort with a special
mention going to captain Theo Fletcher and
goalkeeper Marcus Forster.

The A team took on St Crispins School at
the HSBC Sports Club in January, playing
the ball around superbly to win 4-0. They
went on to play Silverdale School and
although they lost 5-0, their never-say-die
attitude was impressive.

Under 9s
The under 9 team started their season in
January when they travelled to Barlborough
Hall School to play in a football festival.
They won two, lost one and drew one.
They progressed well as the festival
went on. The under 9Bs travelled to The
Orchard School on the same day and won
11-3. Also in January, the under 9A team
played a strong and organised side from
Old Vicarage School at Goodwin Sports
Centre, losing 5-3. The weather hampered
the season in February with many pitches
becoming waterlogged. The season
continued well with wins over St Peter &
St Paul School and some great results at
another football festival at Barlborough Hall
in March until the season was curtailed by
lockdown.
Under 11s
The under 11 season was extremely
successful with a particularly strong A
team where competition for positions was
high. Captain Marco Waterman, Year 6,
played a starring role and while the team
experienced success, they were made to
work for their victories. Considering the
number of Year 6 pupils, it was great to
see Year 5s Lincoln Ruddiforth and Heath
Davenport make regular appearances
in matches. The other two teams in the
under 11 squad also experienced a great
deal of competition throughout the year
where we often played tournaments
between two, often three visiting teams.
The determination of the B team could
be summed up in their final match of
the season at the HSBC Sports Club.
Westbourne showed true resilience as a
team to leave the result at the final whistle
at an exhilarating 8-8 draw. Well done to
all teams.

The B team travelled to The Orchard School
in January and secured a well-deserved
win after a back-and-forth contest. Great
performances from Zack Disney, Adam
Wroth and Matthew Habte ensured victory
for Westbourne.
A and B boys’ teams then went to play
Wickersley School & Sports College on
a freezing snowy day in February, losing
both games before the snow called off
both games. They also had a tough game
against King Edward VII School, who were
convincing winners. In March, a match
against Lincoln Minster School found the
team down 3-0 within 10 minutes, so they
mixed up both teams to play out a more
even game, concluding with a 5-5 draw.
Under 14s
The under 14 team had a tough season,
travelling across Sheffield to play against a
number of strong state schools. Although

a number of matches were cancelled, the
team took away several positives and as a
result colours have been awarded to Sam
Jokhi, Louis Farquhar and Alex Uttley. A
special mention goes to captain Sam Jokhi
for his unbelievable workrate and effort in
leading the team through a number of gritty
matches. The season’s matches went as
follows - played three, won zero, drew zero,
lost three. The stronger footballers in the
under 14s also played a number of games
for the under 15 team, including a fantastic
7-3 victory against Lincoln Minster School,
where Westbourne only had nine players to
Lincoln’s 11.
Under 15s
The team played St Crispin’s School in
January at HSBC Sports Club with a
convincing 5-3 win. In one of the few
fixtures able to go ahead in February,
they convincingly beat King Edward VII
School. Strong performances from Laken
Torres and Sam Jokhi meant that after a
close first half, Westbourne were able to
pull away to a very comfortable victory.
They then travelled to Wickersley School
& Sports College narrowly coming out in
second place.
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A fantastic four out of
four for girls’ football
In a great match in November, Year 7 girls (plus Evie in goal
from Year 6) played four games and won them all.
The girls fought hard to win the ball in order to score. Gabrielle
had fantastic pace when dribbling down the wing and her
many crosses reached Libby Leadbetter, who was eagerly
waiting in the box.
Georgia Jackson and Annabelle Lomas displayed solid and
consistent defending. They supported each other at the back
and worked the ball up to the midfield effectively. Not a goal
was conceded all evening and the final game saw Libby score
a hatrick. A kicking effort from the Year 6 and Year 7 girls’
football team!

Worthy winners in extra time
at Pride Park

Scores on the doors
Sheffield Girls’ A team 0-1 Westbourne
Sheffield Girls’ B team 0-1 Westbourne
Ecclesfield 0-2 Westbourne
Sheffield Park Academy 0-4 Westbourne

In the spring, boys under 11 football, our Westbourne A
team gave an inspiring performance against Old Vicarage
School, creating several opportunities to score. The first
half was tight with both teams showing some skilful
football. Marco Waterman led the team well showing great
captaincy as well as scoring several goals. The score was a
nail-biting 3-3 at half time.
Westbourne’s defence improved during the second half which
was thanks to Max Meggitt’s superb work at the back, showing
strength and vision throughout. The score was 4-4 at full time.
Old Vicarage played a strong match but it was clear they
were tiring during extra time. Heath Davenport gave a gutsy
performance linking brilliantly with Jamie Smith scoring four
goals between them. Overall a fantastic game of football with
plenty of action. Final score was 9-5 to Westbourne -very
worthy winners!

A tremendous north-east rugby and hockey tour
In October, the under 13 rugby team
got off to an impressive start in Yarm
against a physically big but fairly weak
opposition. They used the opportunity
to practice tackles against some big
lads and then to deliver to our backs,
capitalising on space and sucking in
the opposition. Some excellent play
culminated in a decisive 55-15 victory to
Westbourne. Captain Ben Hartog was
Man of the Match for his energy and
superb leadership.
The girls’ hockey team opened the scoring
in their first game in Yarm before being
pegged back against strong opposition. A
final score of 5-2 to the home team was
a fair result. A well-deserved Player of the
Day went to Matilda Davidson. The teams
boarded their minibuses and made tracks
to their accomodation at Boggle Hole for a
hearty dinner.

On Friday morning, the group ventured
over to Dalby Forest for their Go Ape
activity morning where everybody enjoyed
the climbing challenges and the zip wire.
In the afternoon they travelled over to
Scarborough where the boys were to
face a tough challenge against a talented
Scarborough College under 13 rugby team.

High School. It was a close game but
they managed to score two goals via
Elizabeth Goodfellow and Ellie Reynolds.
Their second game was against a very
strong team from Scarborough College.
The final score was 5-0 to the opposition,
but the girls learnt a lot and had a brilliant
experience throughout.

The game soon became a brutal encounter
between forwards, with both sides
showing their ability to be successful at
the breakdown. The game ebbed and
flowed with each side desperate to clinch
a winning try. However, a 15-point draw
left both teams unbeaten that year after
a truly outstanding tour match from two
impressive sides. The Men of the Day were
Luca Cancello and Adam Wroth.

This was undoubtedly a fantastic tour!

In the hockey triangular fixture, the girls’
first match was against Nottingham
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Hockey victory over Sheffield Girls’
A hat-trick from Caitlin Sullivan helped give the under 16 girls’ hockey team a 5-0
victory over Sheffield Girls’ in October.
Westbourne School made a winning start to the match with Caitlin scoring the first goal
in minutes of the first push back. Sheffield Girls’ threw everything at Westbourne, but the
team’s defence protected their goal confidently. The second goal scored came not long
after and saw Westbourne leading at half time. Westbourne’s captain, Josephine Paul
scored the third goal early in the second half.
Westbourne’s girls then focused on applying pressure down the wing to outwit the
opposition. Emily Durkin attained a fourth goal and just before the final whistle, Caitlin
Sullivan scored another goal.
Well done to Caitlin who received Player of the Day for her hat-trick. Congratulations
also to Josephine Paul who was identified as an exceptional player and role model by
the Sheffield Girls’ PE teacher. Josephine is currently playing for Sheffield Hockey Club
Women’s first team and England Hockey Player Pathway the under 17 team.

Rugby referees in the making
Andrew McKinna, Year 11 Head Boy, and Tom Wroth, Year 10, both qualified
as rugby referees in March. England Rugby created the Young Match Official
programme to encourage young people aged 14-24 to get into officiating rugby.
Held at Wales School, the boys practiced refereeing for the scrum, the maul, the tackle
and ruck and can now officially referee mini rugby matches.
Rafaeye Ahmed and Ben Hartog were also nominated to attend Yorkshire Carnegie
Junior Development squad sessions.

Westbourne School Netball Festival success
On 10 March 2020, Year 4 took part in the Westbourne
School Netball Festival at The English Institute of Sport.
A variety of state schools attended including Dobcroft Primary,
Greenhill Primary, Hunters Bar and Bradway Primary. It was an
amazing afternoon with over 50 pupils from Year 3 and Year 4
taking part.
The emphasis of the afternoon was on participation, fun and
meeting netball enthusiasts. Teams were energetic and buzzing
with enthusiasm as they supported one another. This created a
fantastic atmosphere among pupils and the many parents who
had come along to support.
A number of spectating primary school teachers enjoyed the
event so much that they asked if their schools could be included
next year.
Westbourne and Dobcroft schools vied for position throughout
the afternoon, but the deciding game between the two schools
saw Westbourne win 6-1 to become champions of the festival.

Scores on the doors
Westbourne School 5-0 Greenhill Primary
Westbourne School 6-1 Dobcroft Junior
Westbourne School 9-1 Hunters Bar Junior
Westbourne School 11-0 Bradway Primary
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Prize Giving
Talented pupils awarded
at Prize Giving
The Westbourne Prize Giving
Ceremony gives us the chance
to commend talented and hardworking pupils from both the Junior
and Senior Schools. The event
saw some of the most exemplary
Westbournians take to the stage to
receive a variety of awards.
One of the most prestigious awards
was the cup given to the highest
overall academic achiever in each year
group of Senior School. The results of
this category were determined by the
pupils’ exam results throughout the
school year. Individual subject prizes
were also awarded to talented
pupils who showed promise and skill
in their given area. Subject teachers
nominated pupils from their classes
based on their good work and the
amount of effort they have put in during
the year. What’s more, if a pupil is
nominated for several different subject
areas, they could also be awarded a
Form Prize.

Junior School Prize
Giving July 2020
Junior School, prizes are awarded
to pupils for their outstanding
achievement throughout the
year. They are awarded for
overall academic achievement,
performance in core subjects and
for general progress and effort.
In Year 6 prizes are awarded in all
curriculum areas.
Year 3
Attainment
- Maths - Toby Bashforth
- English - Lucy Johnson
- Science - Marcus Forster
Progress
- Maths - Joe Wilson
- English - Neve Wright
- Science - Jack Glew
- Endeavour - Aleksander Acimov
Year 4
Attainment
- Maths - Mohammed Hashim
- English - Stelios Oikonomou
- Science - Maggie Knowles

Progress
- Maths - Muneeba Qureshi
- English - Elizabeth Gilbert
- Science - Raman Rai
- Endeavour - Danny Pudil
Year 5
Attainment
- Maths - Advait Shastry
- English - Holly Bashforth
- Science - Daniella Arnold
Progress
- Maths - Connie Bailey
- English - Mimi Mountain
- Science - Lilly Hennig
- Endeavour - Amanda Brady
Year 6
Attainment
- Maths - Samuel Kasher
- English - Hatty Leatherland
- Science - Alfie Bedford
Progress
- Maths - Charlie Jackson
- English - Harry Johnstone
- Science - Neema Wright
- Endeavour - Joshua Gilbert

Achievement
- French: Lily Radley - for her hard
work and perseverance in the
subject as well as her excellent
attitude to learning.
- Humanities: Yihyun Ryu - for
sustained effort and attainment
throughout the year and for his
unfailing enthusiasm.
- Design technology:
Charlie Jackson - for always
trying his best; for thinking outside
the box when developing new
ideas for projects; and for pushing
himself to use new skills and
improve those he has already.

- Headmaster’s prize:
George Blank - for being an
outstanding pupil; demonstrating
the Westbourne Values at all
times; and for always caring
about others.
Sports prizes
Under 9
- Rugby - Yangyi Ren
- Hockey - Elizabeth Gilbert
- Football - Raman Rai
- Netball - Alicia Guest
- Boys’ Player of the Season Danny Pudil

- Music: Poppy Fletcher - for
her dedication and enthusiasm
throughout the year.

- Girls’ Player of the Season Ava Lowrie

- Art: Isla Cory-Wright - for
sustained effort, creativity and
enthusiasm.

Under 11
- Rugby - Slate Grant

- Drama: Slate Grant - for
collaboration, dedication and
growing confidence.

- Hockey - Grace Moss
- Football - Marco Waterman

- Learning support:
Matilda White - for her
sustained effort and
perseverance with reading.
Matilda rose to the challenge
and this has resulted in excellent
progress with her reading.

- Boys’ Player of the Season Joshua Gilbert

-

- Best gymnast - Sophie Rayner

- Netball - Poppy Fletcher

- Girls’ Player of the Season Evie Cole

Prize Giving

Senior School Prize
Giving July 2020
In each year group in Senior
School, subject prizes are awarded
based on nominations from subject
teachers for particularly good work
or effort in their own subject.
A pupil nominated for several
different subjects may be awarded
the Form Prize.
Year 7
- Form Prize for maths and PSHE.
Holly Simmons
- Form Prize for English, food
technology and PSHE.
Adam Wroth
- Form Prize for chemistry and
French. Maddie Hague
- Form Prize for drama and French.
Evie Askham
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- Form Prize for Spanish and art.
Bea Cleobury-Jones

- Form Prize for maths, geography
and GCSE PE. Thomas Blades

- Form Prize for maths and music.
William Hetherington

- For his success in computer
science. Hashim Jan

- Form Prize for geography and
drama, and for under 13 hockey.
Elizabeth Goodfellow

- The Computing Cup.
Megan Hardie

- Form Prize for maths, geography
and drama. Heidi Shackleton
- Form Prize for chemistry, history
and art. Eleanor Lidster
- Form Prize for English and
computer science.
Derek Dampare
- Form Prize for maths and biology.
Yunseo Ryu
- Form Prize for art and food
technology. Orlaith Quinn
- For his dedication to history.
Giancarlo Mempouo
- For under 13 netball. Iravati Das

- Form Prize for chemistry and
learning support.
Matilda Davidson

- For under 13 rugby. Ben Hartog

- Form Prize for maths and music.
Mark Greely

- Joint girls’ football Player of the
Year. Lily Naylor

- For his commitment to physics.
Daniel Murphy
- For her engagement with learning
support. Phoebe Hawker-Linell
- For his work in learning support.
Gui Russo
- For her success in Spanish.
Lola Brereton
- For her enthusiasm in drama.
Erin Faulkner
- For her commitment to drama.
Emily Goodyear

- For under 13 football.
Niall Woolhouse

Year 9
- Form Prize for English, physics,
biology and Spanish.
Luke Hoyland
- Form Prize for music and learning
support. Alex Faulkner
- Form Prize for maths and learning
support. Aidan van Veen
- Form Prize for chemistry, food
technology and PSHE.
Marcus James

- For under 15 football.
Laken Ayoola-Torres
Year 11
- The Ibbotson Cup for academic
achievement across the
curriculum with a special
mention for his achievements in
electronics and music.
Harrison Cundy

Pupils in Senior School receive
credits for displaying exemplary
behaviour and excellence in their
school work as well as for putting
into action our core values of
excellence, respect, inclusion
and resilience. The year’s winner,
earning a fabulous 210 credit
points, was Matilda Davidson.
Well done Matilda!

- Form Prize for English, art and film
studies, and for first team netball.
Lily Lidster
- Form Prize for English, history,
geography and art.
Millie Sanderson-Shaw
- Form Prize for maths, food and
nutrition, and learning support,
and for first team rugby.
Andrew McKinna
- The Drama Cup and the Form
Prize for maths and French.
Mimi Bottomley
- Form Prize for biology and
Spanish. Sammy Aziz

Senior School Credit Score Winner –
Matilda Davidson

- Best gymnast Matilda Davidson

- Form Prize for maths and biology,
and for under 14 hockey.
Jessica Rodgers

- For her enthusiasm in PSHE.
Natalie Stone

- Girls’ football - Player of the
Season - Esme/Lily Naylor

- For her commitment to chemistry.
Emily Durkin

Under 13s
- Hockey - Elizabeth Goodfellow
- Netball - Ira Das
- Rugby - Ben Hartog
- Football - Niall Woolhouse

- Form Prize for history and art.
Grace Brown

- For her flair and insight in
geography. Annabel Lomas
- For his commitment to chemistry.
Matthew Habte

- Form Prize for design technology
and art. Lily-Anna Outram

- For her creativity in design
technology. Libby Leadbetter

- For under 14 rugby.
Louis Broadhurst

- For her work in computer science.
Gabrielle Mondenou

- For under 14 football. Sam Jokhi
Year 10
- Form Prize for maths, chemistry,
Spanish, computer science and
film studies. James Billingham

Year 8
- Form Prize for maths, physics,
chemistry, French and art.
Ben Grant

- Form Prize for physics, chemistry
and history. Willow Clark

- Form Prize for physics and drama.
Adam Khan

- Form Prize for drama and learning
support. Tommy Wroth

- Form Prize for English, French and
Spanish. Waleed Komy

- Form Prize for art and food
technology. Emily Durkin

- Form Prize for design technology
and learning support.
Amrick Choker

- Form Prize for art and music.
Stephen Shi

-

- For under 15 rugby. Ellis Green

Senior School credit
draw winner

- For her commitment to English.
Claudia Cole

- Form Prize for geography and art,
and joint girls’ football Player of
the Year. Esme Naylor

- Best gymnast. Matilda Davidson

- For under 15 netball.
Trixie Morrison-Parry

- Minerva Prize for Generosity of
Spirit for her wonderful example
of a caring role model for younger
pupils. Claudia Cole

- Form Prize for maths and
computer science. Alan Charles

- For his engagement in English.
Luca Allcroft

- For her commitment to biology.
Jasmine Head

- For under 15 hockey.
Lulu Morrison-Parry

- Stone Award for Leadership
for his outstanding example in
the role of Head Boy this year.
Andrew McKinna

Sports prizes
- Croston Cup for most-improved
player - Leo Key

- For her success in English.
Georgia Jackson

- For his enthusiasm for history.
George Nex

- Croston Cup for most improved
player. Leo Key

- Peter and Rosemary Waterfield
Prize for creative writing
sponsored by Stephen MaitlandLewis. Ewan Anderson

- Form Prize for drama and art.
Thalia Merifield

- For her commitment to drama.
Jasmin Rai

- Form Prize for maths and Spanish,
and for under 14 netball.
Jorja Hague

- For her success in maths.
Upama Chakravorty

- For her commitment to biology.
Ella Johnson
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- Form Prize for drama and learning
support. Erin Davies

- Form Prize for English, chemistry
and biology. Oliver Pickford

- For his energetic approach to
maths. Jack Kelk
- For her dedication to chemistry.
Sasha Draviaraj
- For first team football.
Matthew Verity
Special prizes
- Peter Sykes Cup for perseverance
across the curriculum for his
unstinting commitment to his
studies and to the wider life of
Westbourne. Tommy Wroth
- Hart Shaw Cup for excellence
in mathematics with thanks to
the team at Hart Shaw for their
sponsorship of this award. He is
also awarded a prize for history,
and the Thornhill Cup for music.
Kirils Vinogradovs
- The Heywood Cup for the
performing arts as well as her
contributions to music and drama
productions throughout her long
Westbourne career. Also the cup
for first team hockey Josephine Paul

Under 14s
- Hockey - Jessica Rodgers
- Netball - Jorja Hague
- Rugby - Louis Broadhurst
- Football - Sam Jokhi
Under 15s
- Hockey - Lulu Morrison Parry
- Netball - Trixie Morrison Parry
- Rugby - Ellis Green
- Football - Laken Torres
First team
- Hockey - Jo Paul
- Netball - Lily Lidster
- Rugby - Andrew Mckinna
- Football - Matthew Verity
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